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In recent years, we have witnessed an overwhelming number of user-generated
videos being captured on a daily basis. An essential reason is the rapid de-
velopment in camera technology and hence videos are easily recorded on
multiple portable devices, especially mobile smartphones. Such flexibility
encourages the modern videos to be tagged with additional various sensor
properties. In this thesis, we are interested in geo-referenced videos whose
meta-data is closely tied to geographic identifications. These videos have
great appeal for prospective travelers and visitors who are unfamiliar with
a region, an area or a city. For example, before someone visits a place, a
geo-referenced video search engine can quickly retrieve a list of videos that
are captured in this place so the visitors could obtain an overall visual im-
pression, conveniently and quickly. However, users face the prospect of an
ever increasing viewing burden if the size of these video repositories keeps
increasing and as a result more videos are relevant to a search query. To
manage these video retrievals and provide viewers with an efficient way to
browse, we introduce a novel solution to automatically generate a summa-
rization from multiple user generated videos and present their salience to
viewers in an enjoyable manner.
This thesis consists of three major parts. In the first part, we introduce
three pieces of work to produce a preview video to summarize a sub-area
in geo-space from multiple videos. Several metrics are proposed to evalu-
ate the summary quality and a heuristic method is used to determine the
video (segment) selection and connection. One of the key features of our
technique is that it leverages the geographic contexts to create a satisfac-
tory summarization result automatically, robustly and efficiently. We also
vi
SUMMARY
propose a graph based model to formulate this summary problem which
can be applied to general videos. In the second part, an interactive and
dynamic video exploration system is built where people can conduct per-
sonalized summary queries through direct map-based manipulations. In
the third part, we investigate whether external crowdsourcing databases
contribute to improving the summary quality. Proposing a GMM model
and integrating visual or social knowledge, we recommend a list of locations
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1.1 Background and Motivation
In recent years, with the advancements in camera technologies, we have
witnessed a flourish of videos being produced on a daily basis and the
volume of these videos is growing at a rapid rate. These videos are widely
shared on the Internet and are taking up an increasing part of the whole
Internet traffic [2, 6, 90, 79]. Cisco reported that video traffic already took
66% of the whole Internet traffic in 2013 and this number is estimated to
reach 79% by 2018 [2]. Netflix, an American on-demand Internet streaming
media provider, itself accounted for 33% of traffic during peak periods of
North American web traffic in 2013 [6]. It was revealed by YouTube in
2014 that over 6 billion hours of videos were watched each month and 100
hours of video were uploaded every minute [15].
With the rapid growth of video sharing websites, these video resources
1
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are instantly available for users through a simple search. Viewing rele-
vant videos is assisting users to obtain an overall visual impression for
an object easily. Such convenience greatly benefits the public in various
disciplines such as education and entertainment [87]. Compared to some
other knowledge acquisition means, searching through videos has gained
popularity by their unique features. First, videos have intensive dynam-
ics in their contents. These movements can grab the viewer’s attention
more easily compared to other static media resources such as images or
text [13]. Second, videos contain resourceful information from not only
visual but also audio and contextual aspects, which lay a good foundation
for a thorough understanding. Third, videos are contiguous in the tem-
poral dimension. As people’s visual impression for an object comes from
the knowledge accumulation [49], such temporal continuity offers a better
chance for comprehensive understanding.
At the same time, the rapid development in video recording technology
has made it possible for videos to be captured on multiple devices, especially
on the mobile ones. It is predicted that worldwide camera-phone shipments
would grow from nearly 1.3 billion units in 2012 to over 1.6 billion units by
2017 [14]. In a survey by Photobucket, 45% of the 2500 respondents used
mobile devices to shoot video at least once per week in 2011 [10]. Such
flexibility provided by having the video recording function within every
smartphone which people constantly carry, endows the modern videos with
some new features:
Content Diversity: Traditionally, videos were mostly created by
a limited number of media producers. However, today there is a larger
proportion of multimedia documents created by the general public and we
2
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name them as User Generated Content (UGC). Flickr reported that in July
2014, the camera on the Apple iPhone was the most popular camera used to
capture its hosted photos/videos and there were 114,693,845 uploads by the
iPhone 5 alone [1]. Among User Generated Videos (UGV), statistics have
demonstrated that the number of creators grew from 15.4 to 27.2 million
from 2008 to 2013 only in the US [96]. Captured by different photographers
under various environmental conditions, these consumer videos reveal the
real appearance of a target object [71] from diverse perspectives [29]. Ad-
ditionally, and more importantly, such videos are potentially much more
up-to-date. Popular objects are almost constantly being recorded by users,
therefore reflecting their latest views.
Metadata Richness: The integration of multiple sensors on cap-
ture devices can record additional contextual metadata in conjunction with
videos. These contexts indicate various sensor properties (for example but
not limited to, location, orientation, acceleration, luminosity, temperature)
and are correlated to each other. We name such videos as sensor-rich
videos. Among these sensor metadata, some contexts are closely tied to
certain geographic identifications and we name the videos with such geo-
graphic sensors properties as geo-referenced videos. These sensor contexts
show great potential in video semantics analysis [32, 89, 118]. For exam-
ple, location (read from GPS) indicates where a video is captured from;
orientation (read from compass) narrows the visible scope where the cap-
ture intention is located. Although some of this knowledge could also be
derived from video content analysis, processing contextual meta-data how-
ever provides an additional solution with a much lighter computational
complexity. A conceptual view of geo-referenced video is illustrated in
3
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Fig. 1.1. The viewable scene of each sensor-tagged video frame covers an
area in geo-space (represented by a pie-shape) and locations of consecutive
video frames compose a trajectory.
Figure 1.1: Conceptual view of geo-referenced videos. The viewable area
for each video frame is presented by a pie shape (Detailed descriptions in Sec-
tion 2.2). Camera locations of consecutive video frames compose a trajectory on
map. A rectangular range query retrieves all videos whose viewable area overlaps
with the rectangle.
These geo-referenced videos have great appeal for example for prospec-
tive travelers and visitors who are unfamiliar with a region, an area or a
city. For example, before they visit a place, a geo-referenced video search
engine can quickly retrieve a list of videos that are captured in this place
so the visitors could obtain an overall visual impression, conveniently and
quickly. The overview of a complete geo-referenced video search system is
illustrated in the Fig 1.2. Mobile users collect sensor metadata during the
video recording (Video Acquisition). The data (both the video contents
and contexts) is uploaded and stored in a remote server (Video Storage).
End-users post queries through a web-based interface (Video Retrieval)
and watch the retrieved videos on various devices. The prototype of such
a system was introduced in the work by Arslan Ay et al. [21], in which the
posted queries could be any spatio-temporal queries such as a point, a line,
a poly-line, a circular area, a rectangular area or a polygon area (a rect-
4
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angular area query is shown in Fig. 1.1). For each query, all video clips1,
whose viewable scenes overlap with the query, are automatically retrieved
to ensure retrieval of pertinent information. The users need to view all the
videos to obtain their final selections.
End-user  
Client  
Video Acquisition Video Storage  Web Interface for Video Retrieval 
Video List 
FOV of Query 
Meta-Data 
Videos 
Figure 1.2: Overview for the geo-referenced video search system.
However, the volume of the user generated videos is increasing and
hence more relevant videos are retrieved for the same query. So the end-
users face the risk of an increasing viewing burden as it takes efforts to
browse all retrieved videos. This problem is especially serious for mobile
users because the mobile devices usually have limited screen size, storage
space and battery life, so browsing the massive results degrades the viewing
satisfaction. On top of this, existing systems rank the results according to
the relevance (spatial or temporal overlap) to the queried space, however
they ignore their representativeness. So redundancy exists and will worsen
if more videos are uploaded to the repository. All these disadvantages
motivate us to reorganize the massive retrieval results and present a skim
version to the viewers. To solve this problem, in this thesis, we adopt the
technique of video summarization.
Video summarization, also named video abstraction, is one of the most
common and quick ways to get the highlights from a long list of information
pieces [66]. The operation of video summarization creates a shorter video
1The term video segment, video section are used interchangeably in this proposal.
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clip or a video poster which includes only the important scenes in the
original video streams so that the users can gain a better understanding of
a video document without watching the entire video.
Video summarization was first introduced by Lienhart et al. [61] and
has been studied intensively in many works, with the majority leverag-
ing computer vision techniques, for example by tracking low level features
such as color, structure, motion and audio [39, 65, 43, 69, 62, 103, 16, 111].
Such low-level feature based techniques usually achieve good results but
with the main drawback that they are too computationally complex. For
example, the color and illumination attributes are usually pixel-based in-
formation, and since there may be millions of pixels in each frame, the
whole analysis can be time-consuming. Another obvious disadvantage is
that these low level features are more content-oriented than semantic-
oriented so that many studies only work for domain specific videos where
the domain-specific knowledge should be known in advance. This inspires
more researchers to incorporate external information from outside of the
videos themselves [85, 93, 18, 105]. However most of them gather such
external information either through a logistically cumbersome way such
as the user study, or they are supported by intensive pre-known domain
knowledge [19, 105]. Moreover, all these studies target single video sum-
marization. There exist only a few studies considering the multiple video
scenario [58, 60, 83, 97], most of which adopt similar techniques extended
from single video summarization. An obvious disadvantage of these meth-
ods is that the whole computational workload increases rapidly, resulting
in an inefficiency with a big video repository. Additionally, all of these
methods produce a key-frame based summarization rather than a segment-
6
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composed one, so that they ignore the relations among different video clips,
i.e., how to determine the order among the selected video clips.
All the above problems motivate us to produce a summarization from
multiple geo-referenced videos and we will discuss the research challenges
in the next section.
1.2 Research Challenges and Contributions
In this thesis, we design a method to produce a segment-composed video
summarization (video skim) from multiple user generated geo-referenced
videos and there exist several research challenges:
• There exists no previous work for video skim generation from multiple
videos. So our first challenge is to formulate this problem so it can
reflect the unique features of the multi-video domain.
• Once we have created a summary video, how can this result be ex-
plored by users in a convenient and efficient manner?
• We are also interested to know whether external crowdsourcing can
improve the overall summarization quality.
• We would like to concrete the answers to the above questions for our
geo-referenced videos by fully leveraging the geographic metadata.
Based on the above challenges, the main contributions of this thesis,
as shown in Fig. 1.3, consist of three major parts: summarization formu-
lation, exploration and improvement. In the first summarization part, we



















Summarization                       Exploration        Improvement
Figure 1.3: Overview of the main contributions of this thesis. There are three
main components: summarization, exploration and improvement.
a sub-area in geo-space from multiple videos. In the second part, an in-
teractive and dynamic video exploration system is built where people can
conduct personalized summary queries through direct map-based manipu-
lations. In the third part, we investigate whether external crowdsourced
databases contribute to improving the summary quality. A brief introduc-
tion for each of these five works is described as follows:
1. Static Summarization from Multiple Geo-Referenced Videos.
We take a rectangular region query as an initial attempt and investi-
gate how to create a summary for this region from its retrieved videos.
We expect a summary to present the most salient contents within this
target space. For geo-referenced outdoor videos, such salience is rep-
resented by landmark which could be a building, a statue or any
other popular objects. So the summarization problem is converted
to how we generate a summary for each landmark and how we deter-
mine the traveling route among summaries for different landmarks.
We propose three metrics to evaluate the summary quality including
coverage, redundancy and inconsistency and propose a heuristics so-
lution to optimize each of these factors. The summary length is fixed
8
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(static) which completely depends on the original information among
the input videos.
2. Region of Interest Detection and Summarization from Geo-
referenced Videos. The above work requires users to specify what
landmarks should be included in summary. Additionally, the sum-
mary is created by a greedy solution which includes all viewing per-
spective for each landmark so there exists no control on the summary
length. So in this work, we detect the landmarks, which are more
commonly known as regions of interest (ROIs) from input videos, in
an automatic manner according to videos’ geographic properties. Fur-
thermore, we take the summary length into consideration and refine
the criteria to evaluate summary quality. Active learning technique
is adopted to select the most informative video segments.
3. Quality-Guided Multi-Video Summarization by Graph For-
mulation. In our previous studies, we does not consider the diversity
in terms of video quality, which is however a typical characteristic of
user generated contents, and poor quality videos seriously degrade
the viewing experience. So in this work, we refine the summariza-
tion problem to include a quality factor. Additionally, our previous
works adopt heuristic solutions to create a summary by optimizing
each of its evaluation metric separately. In this work, we consider
these metrics jointly. A graph formulation is adopted to model the
summarization problem, with a dynamic programming based solution
to achieve the best result. This solution can be applied to the gen-
eral videos, as the main technique does not depend on the geographic
metadata but is purely based on videos’ visual contents.
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4. Interactive and Dynamic Exploration among Geo-Referenced
Videos. Once we have obtained a summary from multiple videos,
in the second part, we address another critical issue – that is how to
explore the summaries conveniently. Inspired by the popular route
suggestion function in Google Map, and the panoramic view function
in Street View, we propose a system to explore the summary for a
user specified route in an interactive and dynamic way. With efficient
data indexing, the system can rapidly retrieve a video answer for a
desired tour path in real-time. Moreover, it can quickly satisfy query
updates during the playback of the last query to produce personal-
ized and satisfying results, as well as an elegant adaption when new
videos are included in the database.
5. Camera Shooting Location Recommendation for Objects in
Geo-Space. During the summarization for an object, an important
criterion is how well a video clip presents the visual appearance for
this object. Recently, community contributed photo collections (e.g.,
Flickr) have attracted researchers’ interests, because they provide not
only multimedia documents but also rich statistics including both lo-
cation metadata and user behaviors. This arouses our interests to
investigate if the relation between the camera location and object lo-
cation affects people’s preferences. This work recommends users a list
of locations, where they may be able to capture appealing landmark
photos by themselves.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2
provides a comprehensive literature survey on relevant prior work and pre-
liminaries. Chapters 3 to 7 are five individual but correlated works that
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we have investigated in this dissertation: Chapter 3 details a static solution
for multiple video summarization. Chapter 4 describes how to detect the
region of interest and refines the summarization problem. Chapter 5 intro-
duces a general solution to the multi-video summarization problem for any
video. Chapter 6 describes an interactive and dynamic means to explore
videos. Chapter 7 recommends a list of locations to capture appealing pho-




Literature Review and Preliminaries
2.1 Literature Review
This chapter first investigates the existing studies that are relevant to our
work. The review mainly covers three fields: video summarization, vi-
sual exploration in geo-space and visual recommendation. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.1, each colored circles refers to a related topic and each arrow
indicates how this topic is related to my contribution in this thesis.
1. Our main target is to create a video summarization, so we look into
the mainstream techniques in this field. We start from the single
video summarization as it shares some basic concepts and common
solutions with multi-video summarization. Then a few existing stud-
ies for multi-video summarization are discussed.
2. Our work generates summarizations from geo-referenced videos, so
we investigate how the current studies associate some geo-properties
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with different media documents. A survey about visual exploration
in geo-space is introduced.
3. Our work investigates a priority selection among videos with certain
contexts or contents. This is highly related to the work of visual
recommendation. So we review several related work in this field and































Figure 2.1: Main topics in the literature survey and the relations to our
work.
2.1.1 Video Summarization
Generally, there exist three common steps in producing a video summa-
rization: video salience definition, salience detection (or extraction), and
salience assembly (or presentation).
Video salience, or video highlights, can be defined by either the tar-
geted audience or the video type. From the targeted audience perspective,
some professionals desire a summarization for special purposes. So they
pre-define salient features according to such purposes (e.g., domain color,
camera motions), and extract video subparts according to these features.
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From the video type perspective, the salient information intensively de-
pends on the concrete applications, so they could be scenes, events or spe-
cial objects. For example, in a sports video, the events with goals mostly
attract the audience. In a tourism video, the landmark buildings may be
appealing. Or in a movie, some conversation scenes are usually important.
To detect the video highlights and divide a video into multiple seg-
ments, proper features are extracted from either internal and external
sources [66]. Internal features are extracted from the video stream itself.
A video usually consists of three channels: image, audio and text channels.
So if a video summary is generated by analyzing the features among these
three channels, we call it internal-feature-based video summary. However,
it has recently been recognized that video sources in isolation do not fully
support the understanding of the video semantics [66, 56]. That is why an
increasing bigger portion of recent researches pay attention to the external
information which is related to the video streams. The external informa-
tion is named user-based if collected through human-interaction (e.g., user
study), or contextual based (e.g., video meta-data) otherwise.
The last step in video summarization is to present such detected video
salience to the audience in a proper way. Previous work has proposed
mainly two kinds of presentations, a keyframe-based video summary and a
video skimming/skim. A keyframe-based summary is also called still image
abstract or static storyboard, which consists of a small collection of images
extracted from the underlying video source. A video skimming/skim, also
called a moving image abstract or moving storyboard, consists of a col-
lection of images as well as their corresponding audio abstract from the
original video. Both the above two summarizations are subparts of the
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original video with the only difference being whether they are composed of
only a series of independent images or video segments coming with audio
streams.
In the next part, we have investigated the mainstream techniques for
single video summarization in Section 2.1.1 and multiple video summariza-
tion in Section 2.1.1.
Single Video Summarization
In the field of video summarization, the majority of existing techniques are
based on low level media signal features which are quite computationally
complex to extract. For example, Ekin et al. [39] prepared a summariza-
tion by analyzing the domain color in each video frame. Their algorithm
worked only for soccer videos, based on the assumption that for a certain
kind of view shot in a soccer game, the color distribution rate should keep
relatively steady. So the segment boundaries were determined by check-
ing the difference among consecutive video frames in terms of the domain
color. The segments were assigned to pre-defined categories and a summa-
rization composing the important category was produced. Ma et al. [65]
leveraged features such as color contrast, intensity contrast and orientation
contrast to model the human attention on a particular image. Then for a
video, each frame was assigned an attention score and a time series score
curve was generated accordingly. Segments with high scores were selected
as video salience. Gong et al. [43] used a color histogram to measure the
similarity between frames/shots and the similar contents were filtered out
to reduce the overall redundancy in a summary. Xu et al. [106] presented a
novel framework by defining a set of audio keywords for event detection in
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the soccer videos. Audio keywords were a middle-level representation that
can bridge the gap between low-level features and high-level semantics. In
their work, they defined three main audio keywords: whistling, commen-
tator speech and audience sound. For each main class, different features
were selected by a hierarchical SVM classifier from candidate audio fea-
tures such as the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, Zero-crossing rates
and Linear predictive codings. So for any other soccer videos, they used
these well trained audio keywords and features to detect the video salience
and produced a summary accordingly.
Text is also important information in videos as it can be closely related
to the video semantics and hence contributes to for example event detection
in video summarization. Text is extracted in either a direct or an oblique
way. For the direct sources, texts, in most cases, are presented in super-
imposed captions, textual overlays, graphical inserts, tags and subtitles.
These texts are embedded in the video stream rather than in a separate
stream. Zhang et al. [111] proposed to use the sports statistics on the
screen to identify important events for a sports game. For oblique sources,
texts were recognized by speech recognition or were indicated from domain
knowledge by data training. So spoken words such as “goal”, “shot” and
“save” can be detected to construct a key word database, which helped to
identify events later [105].
However, recent research found that video sources in isolation can not
fully support content analysis [56, 66]. Hence, many studies have leveraged
external information to detect video salience. The external information
came from various resources. For example, it was obtained by the user
surveys [85, 93]; from the tracking of human physical responses [18]; or
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from the public news on the Internet [105]. However, there exist two ma-
jor drawbacks of these methods: firstly, they involved the users to gather
information which is logistically cumbersome; secondly, the third-party in-
formation was mostly domain-dependant so that these techniques can only
be applied to narrow, specific scenarios [19, 105].
Multiple Video Summarization
The earlier mentioned techniques consider the summarization from a sin-
gle video. For a multi-video scenario, there exist only a few studies. Li et
al. [59] proposed an algorithm named Maximal Marginal Relevance which
was originally used in text summarization but now was extended to the
video domain. Two variants of Video-MMR were suggested, and the au-
thors proposed a criterion to select the best combination of parameters for
Video-MMR. Then, the authors compared two summarization strategies:
Global Summarization, which summarized all the individual videos at the
same time, and Individual Summarization, which summarized each individ-
ual video independently and concatenated the results. Extended from this
idea, they further presented an algorithm for video summarization, Audio
Video Maximal Marginal Relevance (AV-MMR), exploiting both audio and
video information [58]. AV-MMR iteratively selected the segments which
best represented the unselected information and were nonredundant with
the previously selected information. AV-MMR is a generic algorithm which
is suitable for both single and multiple videos with multiple genres. Several
variants of AV-MMR were proposed later and the best one was identified
by experimentation. Besides, a visual representation of the coherence of
audio and video information for a set of audio-visual sequences was also
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proposed. Combining both Video-MMR and AV-MMR, the authors esti-
mated the balance factor between audio information and visual informa-
tion, and proposed an method named OB-MMR [60]. The above three
methods share the similar idea for multiple video summary but leverag-
ing different features from aural, visual, or their hybrid combinations. The
most distinguished frames were selected as key frames in the final summary
from a global comparison among frames from all input videos. However,
there are generally two primary drawbacks in their methods. First is their
computational complexity as the global comparisons usually take great ef-
forts and they are time-consuming. The method could not be efficiently
adapted to an increased video repository as the global decision needs a
re-computation. Another drawback is that their method does not reflect
the relationship among these keyframes to the video saliency and does not
determine the order to assemble these frames. This may be ignored for a
summary for a single video as we could always arrange these frames ac-
cording to their original timelines however this simple method fails in the
multi–video summary case.
Similarly, Shao et al. [83] proposed an approach to analyze both visual
and textual features across a set of videos and create a so-called circular
storyboard composed of topic-representative keyframes and keywords. In
this method, video segments were extracted from visual data and keywords
for each segment were detected from speech transcripts. Such information
worked together with the visual contents to construct a complex graph
and hidden topics were detected by a clustering-based graph analysis. A
summary was produced to maximize the coverage of the complex graph
over the original video set.
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Wang et al. [97] proposed an approach for multi-document video sum-
marization by exploring the redundancy among different videos. The im-
portance of keyframes was first measured by the content inclusion based
on intra- and inter-video similarities. Then they proposed a minimum
description length (MDL) for automatically determining the appropriate
length of the summary. Finally a video summary was generated for users
to browse the contents of the whole video article. Results showed that
multi-document video summarization was perceived to be more elegant
and informative compared with single-document approach.
Although a display order is decided, these content based summariza-
tion techniques still have difficulty to overcome semantic gaps to indicate
relationships among videos [66]. In contrast, our work first defines the po-
tential highlights of videos, then extracts both keyframes and skims from
sensor data with a lightweight computational workload, and finally con-
nects these pieces in a useful way.
Summary and Discussion
In video summarization field, majority of existing studies work for a single
video by analyzing their low level signal features. So when these techniques
are extended into multi-video domain, they face a big challenge of quickly
increased computational complexity. Secondly, in these summary videos,
their composed segments are connected in an order as they appear in the
original video but such connection order is unknown if they come from
different resource videos. Additionally, many of these existing studies are
heavily domain-dependent techniques, so it is infeasible to deploy them to
geo-referenced videos. All the above challenges motivate us to reformulate
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the summarization problem in multi-video domain and to fully leverage
videos’ geographic contextual data to improve computational efficiency.
2.1.2 Visual Exploration in Geo-space
The exploring of multimedia documents in geo-space is closely tied to the
exploration target. So we divided the related work in this field into three
parts: exploration for a landmark, for a region and for a route.
Landmark Exploration
For a queried landmark, photos are mostly searched by either their names or
a sample photo by similarity matching from visual features, labeled tags or
any other fusions [41, 22, 81]. Fergus et al. [41] proposed a method extend-
ing from the constellation model to include heterogeneous parts which may
represent either the landmark appearance or the geometry of a region of
the object. Such model can be employed for ranking the output of an image
search engine when searching for object categories. Berg et al. [22] demon-
strated a method for identifying images containing an object in a wide range
of aspects, configurations and appearances. Their results are illustrated to
be accurate despite these variations and rely on four simple cues: text,
color, shape and texture. Such techniques are used in the image search
engine and the most-similar results are returned. To avoid redundancy on
top of the search result list, studies start investigating how to produce a
set of representative photos for a queried object or a scene [86, 54, 75]. For
example, Kennedy et al. [54] proposed to generate diverse and representa-
tive images for landmarks from community-contributed photo sets based
on a visual feature clustering. Features in each image were extracted and
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matched with the others to generate a linked graph where the edge weights
indicate their visual connection. Clusters with dense connections were de-
tected, so for each cluster, photos had similar visual representations and a
set of diverse representative clusters were returned to the final recommen-
dation list. Simon et al. [86] formulated a scene summarization problem by
selecting a set of images that efficiently represents the visual content of a
given scene. The selection covered the most interesting aspects of the scene
while keeping minimal redundancy. They examined the distribution of im-
ages in the collection to select a set of canonical views to form the scene
summary, using clustering techniques on visual features. In these works,
as the visual diversity and representativeness matter for their final goal the
most, the connections between the location-based characteristics in geo-
space and such visual features are usually weak or even ignored. So more
and more studies try to organize a landmark photo collection according to
their location connectivity [82, 40, 89, 26]. Epshtein et al. [40] organized
the images in a hierarchical tree from an overview to details based on scene
semantics. At each level, representative images were selected and shown
to the user. The proposed framework enables a summarized display of the
information and facilitates efficient browsing. Snavely et al. [89] organized
the images in 3D space using full camera parameters, recovered by match-
ing visual features between images. So tourists can benefit from browsing
these images according to the landmark 3D structure. Because these algo-
rithms were typically supported by a high overlap in contents, Brahmachari
et al. [26] proposed an efficient algorithm for clustering weakly-overlapping
views when the photo-set is sparse, based on opportunistic use of epipolar
geometry estimation and organized them in a tree structure graph.
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All these works above solve a landmark-query from a visual perspec-
tive and return the most relevant visual contents. However, none of them
start from the location perspective such as where could one create appeal-
ing landmark views. Although some works listed above incorporate the
location factor into the problem but they mainly focus on the visual con-
nectivity among photos that are adjacent in geo-space, however they do
not look into the location problem from a global perspective. It is ob-
served that locations apart from each other may also create similar views.
Moreover, a detailed evaluation among different locations for a landmark
is left unexplored. Users still need to look through all images according to
the constructed architecture to find which one they like the most and need
other support to find out the corresponding camera location. In Chapter 7,
we look into this problem from a location perspective. To be specific, for
a queried landmark, we retrieve a set of relevant images and try to orga-
nize them according to whether their camera locations have potentials to
conduct an appealing landmark view.
Region Exploration
Given a region query, most existing studies present the retrieval multimedia
documents according to their semantic categories. Such semantics come
from either their spatial features, temporal features or a combination.
The initial solution for an region query is to augment all media docu-
ments in a queried area with various additional information [94, 40], such
as location tags, textual tags or to display them on top of the route maps.
Toyama et al. [94] prepared a World Wide Media eXchange (WWMX)
database indexing large collections of image media by several pieces of
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metadata including timestamp, owner ID, and critically, location stamp so
the system can provide users several explorations according to their prefer-
ences. However, such browsing takes the risk of leaving unfamiliar visitors
lost if they are unaware of what should be focused on in a tremendous
database. So approaches have emerged that create a summary from the
whole image dataset and present them to users [50, 53]. For example,
Jaffe et al. [50] proposed a system to automatically select representative
and relevant photographs from a particular spatial region by mining pho-
tographic behavior patterns from multiple perspectives.
According to the temporal features, there exist works which mainly
focus on “event detection” [68, 42, 34, 76, 42]. For example, Papadopoulos
et al. [76] intended to distinguish events from a photo-set by building a
visual graph and recommend them to user. However, they did not look
into the differences of different temporal slots. In contrast, our work will
look into the evaluations in spatial-temporal space and suggest both good
camera-positions and time slots.
Route Exploration
There exist two related sub-fields for a route based query: route planning
and associating media documents to an assigned query.
For route modeling, Lu et al. [63] proposed a trip planner. We adopted
a similar design in that for each famous destination, the method merges
different parts of trajectories, and discovers the most popular path among
these merged candidate paths from the order of the path scores, which is
derived from popularity, photo density, and path lengths. However, their
method is difficult to apply to a video data set as each frame would need
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to be a sample photo. Furthermore, they do not consider if the photo is
really related to the region of interest as they only examine the longitude
and latitude of the camera location to decide if a photo shows a landmark.
However, the object of interest may be some distance away from the spec-
ified geo-location, and furthermore the camera may have pointed into a
different direction. Therefore, this method provides no assurance that the
user can actually observe the desired landmarks along the generated path.
The technique suggested by Arase et al. [20] separated a photo trajec-
tory taken by the same user into successive photo trips by detecting sudden
changes in the spatial, temporal, and user-generated tag differences using
various features. The classified trip was then analyzed to extract common
traveling patterns. A common trip pattern was described in a textual form
primarily consisting of frequently used specific tags, while ignoring tags
that were too general. However, the suggested trip patterns heavily relied
on user-generated tags and the accuracy of their descriptions.
There exists some other work that relates to trajectory partitioning
using different spatio-temporal criteria such as speed, direction, and lo-
cation or their combination [19, 27]. Aizawa [19] took a spatio-temporal
sampling for keyframe selection so visual computation could be reduced. In
spatio-temporal sampling, the location and the time of the recording were
sampled using data from the GPS receiver and time data. In addition,
they made use of the derivatives of the location, which defined the move-
ment of the users, such as the speed and the direction. Changes of location
and their derivatives were triggers for the spatio-temporal sampling. Six
sets of sampling parameters were pre-determined and corresponding frames
were presented. However, these methods did not analyze the relationships
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among different trajectories. In our application multiple trajectories need
to be considered.
To associate media documents with a route, Jing et al. [51] proposed
a visual tour where users draw a route directly on the map and the sys-
tem automatically returned high-quality photos along the route. However,
the generated result was fixed and cannot be partially updated through
user interactions unless a new query was conducted. To work with videos,
Pongnumkul et al. [77] prepared a storyboard for browsing tour videos
and a user can interact with the system with a set of controls. However,
people should have rich prior knowledge of the queried geo-space as they
were required to manually drag a set of pre-processed key-frames to a map
and to pin them on proper landmarks, as well as designate a tour path.
This system supports interactive controls such as adding or removing pro-
vided video shots, which however require user knowledge as well. Our
system takes all these factors into consideration, including landmark selec-
tion, concise but comprehensive summary preparation, and dynamic and
interactive system set-up. All processes require no customer’s experience,
quite the opposite, users accumulate information of an unknown area and
can gradually update their queries to find their points of interest.
Summary and Discussion
Majority of existing studies in this field leverage photo resources to present
a static visual appearance for either a landmark, a region or a route. In-
stead, we would like to present a dynamic summary view for these geo-
graphic properties from video resources for better lifeliness. Additionally,
most of the existing studies investigate which photos should be selected
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to present a landmark from visual perspective. Observed that a real user
may also be interested to know how they can capture such visual views, we
investigate where they can capture their own personal and beautiful views
for a landmark.
2.1.3 Visual Recommendation
To evaluate if a location has potential to capture appealing photos, the de-
cision depends on various factors, e.g., if the distance to the landmark and
view-angle can generally produce a good picture composition, if the sur-
roundings can produce a nice background and improve the overall beauty.
This inspires us to conduct an overall photo quality examination. A higher
overall quality indicates the captured location presents an easier way for
visitors to capture a better view. In the related field, rule based feature
extraction has been studied for years. For example, Bhattacharya et al. [23]
extracted position of the visual attention and checked if it follows existing
rules to determine its goodness. Such features were more logically sound
to an individual photo measurement but not to a location measurement.
A slight camera move can easily change the focus position. A location-
relevant aesthetic quality should be based on something more general such
as describing the overall visual impression [57, 31]. Cheng et al. [31] pro-
posed a method to automatically recommend user-favorite photos from a
wide view or a continuous view sequence. Photos were segmented into
patches and they modeled the general distribution for each patch. When a
continuous view sequence is taken, they will suggest a set of best camera
parameters from this model. Similarly, Su et al. [92] did a real-time view
recommendation system by training an oﬄine preference-aware aesthetic
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model. Yin et al. [108] extended the idea to mobile users. One limita-
tion of these studies is that they target photos with a single category, e.g.,
landscape, painting. In such a case, the distribution of some component
patches usually share similar patterns such as green grass at the bottom
while blue sky at the top. However, for a landmark photo-set, the object
and the surroundings may differ a lot, e.g., the landmark shape, texture
and the nearby objects can be buildings, empty space, garden, water, etc.
So we look for more general criteria to avoid individual landmark modeling.
All the above studies target for evaluations on images and only a few
studies discuss such aesthetics in the video domain [67, 100, 107, 64]. Luo et
al. [64] evaluated the video aesthetics by extending the aesthetic metrics
in images to video frames, additionally combined with motion features.
Moorthy et al. [67] proposed a computational model for a similar task but
in a different video set. Their model selected seven low level features that
were combined in a hierarchical way to label a consumer video to be ei-
ther appealing or unappealing. Yang et al. [107] looked into the semantic
property on videos and came up with video-based features such as motion
space and motion direction entropy for video aesthetics assessment. How-
ever, all the above studies focus more on the distinction between videos
with good-aesthetics and poor-aesthetics, i.e., they assign each video into
either a good or a bad category. However, none of the existing work aims
for video aesthetics ratings, especially for the user generated videos.
Summary and Discussion
There exist very few studies taking the visual quality of videos into concern
when creating a summary. So we propose a quality-guided summarization
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by estimating the aesthetics for different user generated videos from their
substitute frames.
2.2 Preliminaries
This section lists some important or commonly used symbolic notations
and abbreviations which will appear throughout the dissertation, followed
by an introduction of a basic model to describe the viewable scene in videos.
2.2.1 Symbolic Notations and Abbreviation
Symbols Explanations
v A single video. A collection of videos are denoted as V .
t A time instance.
f A video frame.
lat Latitude of a GPS coordinate.
lng Longitude of a GPS coordinate.
L A location, usually presented by its GPS coordinate.
θ The viewing direction of a camera’s viewable scene,
which is a one-dimensional orientation angle
represented with decimal degrees.
α Viewable angle of a camera’s viewable scene.
C Consistency between two objects.
I Information level of an object.
Q Quality of an object.
k A keyframe of a subshot.
R Viewable distance of a camera’s viewable scene.
FOV Coverage area or viewable scenes of a single video frame, or
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the total coverage area of a video.
h A landmark. A collection of landmarks are denoted as H.
dh The visible distance of a landmark.
ϕ The direction from a camera position to an object.
p A single photo. A collection of photos are denoted as P .
Th A prefix to denote thresholds.
w A prefix to denote a weight factor.
s Video subshot. A collection of subshots are denoted as S.
S A camera spot is a subspace in 3D spatio-temporal space.
S Score of a measured object and is used as a prefix when multiple
scores are defined.
G Grids, or Graph.
G Spatial coverage of a camera spot, or general space.
T Temporal coverage of a camera spot.
a Angular difference.
SBP Score of Best Path.
GPS abbr. of Global Positioning System.
FOV abbr. of Field Of View.
GMM abbr. of Gaussian Mixture Model.
MBS abbr. of Marina Bay Sands (Name for a landmark).
ROI abbr. of Region of Interest.
Table 2.1: Symbolic Notations and Abbreviation.
2.2.2 Description of Viewable Scene in Videos
The meta-data from camera-attached sensors are used to model the cover-
age area of video scenes as spatial objects. A camera positioned at a given
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point L in geo-space captures a scene whose covered area is represented by
a field-of-view (FOV, also called the viewable scene).
We adopt a 2D field-of-view model with four parameters: camera lo-
cation L, camera orientation θ, viewable angle α and maximum visible
distance R (see Eqn. 2.1).








θ  :camera direction
R :maximum visible distance
Figure 2.2: Illustration of FOV in 2D space.
The camera position L consists of the latitude and longitude coordi-
nates read from a positioning device (e.g., GPS) and the camera direction
θ is obtained from an orientation sensor such as a digital compass. R is the
maximum visible distance at which an object within the camera’s field-of-
view can be recognized. The angle α is obtained based on the camera and
lens properties for the current zoom level [44].
In 2D space, the field-of-view of the camera at time ti forms a pie-
slice-shaped area as illustrated in Figure 2.2. We will use the term FOV
to represent each frame’s coverage scene or the coverage region for a video
by summing up all its frames’ viewable scenes. This field-of-view model
could be easily adapted to 3D space and we may investigate its potentials
in the future work.
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2.2.3 Geo-referenced Video Dataset Description
In this dissertation, a video dataset from the GeoVid project [5] is used
in our summarization work (Chapter 4 uses another dataset and we will
describe it in Section 4.4). The GeoVid project explores the concept of
sensor-rich video tagging. Recorded videos are tagged with a continuous
stream of extended geographic properties that are related to the camera
scenes. These sensor properties include for example but not limited to
location, camera viewing direction, light, time. We synchronize different
sensor recordings by matching their timestamps and associate them to each
video frame accordingly. Some general statistics about this dataset are
listed in the following table.
Name Explanations
Total number of videos 71
Collection date Dec 19, 2010 to Mar 28, 2011.
Total video duration 11758 seconds
Average video duration 163.299 seconds
Maximal video duration 841.838 seconds
Minimal video duration 5.019 seconds
Minimal GPS sampling rate ∼5 samples per second
Minimal Compass sampling rate ∼5 samples per second
Captured platform Samsung Galaxy S,
Motorola Droid smartphones (Android 2.2).
Video resolution 720× 480
Video frame rate 24 or 30 frames per second.
Table 2.2: GeoVid dataset description.
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Static Summarization From Multiple
Geo-referenced Videos
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce a method to create a static video summariza-
tion for a region in geo-space from multiple user-collected source videos.
In a summarization problem, an essential question is what is the most
important information among videos. For geo-referenced outdoor videos,
such salience is usually referred to as landmarks, which could be a building,
or any other popular object in the target location area. An area in geo-
space is usually composed of multiple landmarks, so the summarizations
for an area will be composed of summarizations for important landmarks.
Fig. 3.1 shows a conceptual view of our application. Two important
buildings (i.e., landmarks) are found in a search region as shown in the left
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figure, each of which has a visibility area within which any video recording
likely captures it (we also refer to this as the building’s coverage area). Our
objective is to provide a summary video containing an overview of both
buildings. In this example, important representative views (or perspec-
tives), marked by triangles shown in the right figure, should be included.
Figure 3.1: Conceptual overview of multi-video summarization covering
two landmarks with three source videos.
Computing such a video summarization requires multiple steps. Fig. 3.2
illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed system. First, users col-
lect geo-tagged videos with specially designed recording apps for smart-
phones. These apps produce a stream of sensor values from built-in GPS
and compass devices and associate them with the respective video frames.
These sensor-rich video sequences are then uploaded to a shared repos-
itory. The sensor meta-data are essentially descriptions of the viewable
scenes of the videos and the first processing step is to segment each video
into a sequence of subshots (shot segmentation), which are the minimum
logical units that we consider and which are considered in the summariza-
tion policy. One or more key frames are extracted from individual subshots
(keyframe extraction) based on their characteristic.
Next, using the landmark segments (video segments within a coverage
area), the multi-video summarization for a landmark step computes a travel
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path that provides a maximal view of each landmark (subshot selection),
while minimizing visual artifacts caused by the transition from one video
segment to another (subshot assembly). Finally, as multiple landmarks
may exist in a desired query area, individual video skims are connected
to create an optimal travel route from one spot to another (multi-video
summarization for an area). The resulting summary video after this step
consists of a series of skimmed video segments that cover all landmarks
within a given region. An additional preview of the skimmed video is
generated by combining all key frames of the selected subshots. We have
tested our multi-video summarization algorithm on a corpus of geo-tagged
videos that we have collected and the results indicate that our method is































Figure 3.2: Architecture for the proposed system.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 elabo-
rates on the single video summarization and Section 3.3 details the video
skimming methodology for a single landmark. The exterior route genera-
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tion algorithm is described in Section 3.4. An experimental evaluation is
presented in Section 3.5 and a summary are contained in Section 3.6.
3.2 Single Video Summarization
In our study videos are acquired with apps on modern smartphones. The
clips typically consist of a single shot and can be easily accompanied by
various sensor measurements. Since videos are prone to camera shake by
users, their collected sensor data are, thus, quite noisy.
Here we introduce a series of keyframe extraction policies for different
subshot classifications to generate a single video summary. We first split
a video into a small number of subshots for faster analysis and process-
ing. Since conventional scene-based segmentation methods are ineffective
for single-shot videos, we use the following subshot segmentation method
which is based purely on a classification obtained by characterizing several
interesting movement patterns detected in the sensor data. We divide video
frames by their location changes and camera movements. After segmenta-
tion, one subshot only contains one location mobility state (either moving
or still) and one camera shooting direction state (either changing or static).
After the mobility classification by both location and camera move-
ment, we refine the subshot classification further into fine-grained classes:
still,panning (moving horizontally) or tilting (moving vertically),dollying
(or tracking), push-in (moving forward while shooting in the same direc-
tion) or push-out (moving backward while shooting in the opposite direc-
tion, scanning or focusing. We name each mobility classification as a mo-
tion, and for each motion, we extract key-frames according to their charac-
teristics. For example, for motion with high movement, more keyframes are
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selected and for the ones with little movement, few keyframes are selected.
The frame selection is ordered by their original timelines and presented as
a summary for single video [98].
3.3 Multi-video Summarization for a Land-
mark
Next, we present the design considerations when generating an engaging
video skimming sequence for a given landmark. The selection of a landmark
may be provided by external landmark databases such as OpenStreetMap.
In this study, we assume landmarks and their visible ranges are provided a
priori.
To generate a video skim, we must first decide which perspective of
videos should remain. Different summarization perspectives create differ-
ent video skims and are suitable for different target video domains and
applications [95]. Our initial target application is to provide an overview
video for tourists. So as a first step for a single landmark we generate a
skim considering the following three metrics.
• Coverage/Coverage Loss : Informally, this means that subshots should
cover the attraction and its surroundings thoroughly. Hence we at-
tempt to maximum coverage. To be consistent with the other metrics,
we instead consider to minimize the coverage loss.
• Redundancy : The final video skims should avoid similar views from
different subshots. Hence we would like to minimize such redundancy.
• Visual Inconsistency : A video skim is a sequential list of multiple
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video segments and the transition from one video segment to another
should be as seamless as possible, providing users with a pleasant
viewing experience. Therefore we aim to minimize the visual incon-
sistency among subshots.
A conceptual illustration is presented in Fig. 3.3 where a landmark
is marked with a central star. Four video subshots are presented by their
thumbnails. Videos 2, 3 and 4 are located at similar distances (along
a dashed inner circle) but represent different angular perspectives with
respect to the landmark. Videos 1 and 2 are from similar perspectives
but with different distances. These four representative thumbnails should
be included in the final summary to achieve maximum coverage. At each
camera location, videos sharing similar contents include redundancy and
should not be selected at same time. Finally, a reasonable order should be
chosen when assembling the final result.
Figure 3.3: Conceptual illustration of the considered metrics for per-spot
multi-video summarization.
To formally state the problem, given landmark h and its visible range
dh, the targeted space is defined on a 2D map and simplified as a square
with a side-length equal to 2dh as illustrated in Fig. 3.4 with the central star
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as the landmark. We first recognize all spot-segments whose trajectories
are within dh and for each, we select all subshots which cover the landmark
by an angular difference with the minimal movement check shown in Algo-
rithm 1. We will discuss details of this later. These subshots are termed
coverage subshots (denoted by set S) and our objective is to select a subset
from S to generate a video skim that minimizes coverage loss, redundancy,
and visual inconsistency. If not indicated otherwise, from here onwards we
will use the term subshot to refer to a coverage subshot for simplicity. We
denote the degrees of redundancy, coverage loss, and visual abberation of
the desirable subset S ′ as Redundancy(S ′), Coverloss(S ′), Inconsist(S ′),
and their corresponding weight factors as wR, wL, wI , respectively, where
wR + wL + wI = 1. The problem is then formally defined as follows:
S ′ = argmin
S′⊂S
{wRRedundancy(S ′) + wLCoverloss(S ′) + wIInconsist(S ′)}.
(3.1)
In Eqn. 3.1, the weights are designed to be system parameters that
are configurable. The advantage of the configurable weights is to allow
different summarization perspectives for different user preferences so that
the summarization is personalized. For example, some users may prefer
higher visual consistency to watch multiple video skims as seamlessly as
possible while other users may want to see very comprehensive video skims
that may be longer but depict more details of the places at the expense of
additional visual artifacts.
The problem of per-spot video summarization is divided into two sub-
problems: (1) subshots selection: selecting a subset from coverage subshots
to achieve minimal coverage loss and redundancy (Section 3.3.1) and (2)
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subshots assembly : finding a proper order in which to connect the selected
subshots to minimize visual inconsistencies (Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Subshot Selection
Grid-Based Modeling. The target space G is partitioned into equally-
spaced square grid cells g ∈ G. Our coverage model defines the relation
between the grid cells and the landmarks. If landmark h is visible in a frame
with the camera located in a grid cell, this grid cell is said to be covered.
The subshot that contains this frame is said to belong to the grid cell. We
maintain a counting value for each grid cell and increment the value by
one for each subshot that belongs to it. On the temporal dimension, for a
subshot which consists of multiple frames covering the landmark, we only
count it once. Before we do any selection and take all spot segments as
input, a matrix named BaseMatrix with the same size of the targeted
space is obtained as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). The number in each grid cell




























Figure 3.4: Grid-based illustration for R and L.
Since we are only interested in the grid cells which are at a distance
of at most dh from the center of the landmark h, i.e., G = {g|||g, h|| ≤
dh, g ∈ R2}, the coverage of h by the set of all subshots S is then denoted
as GS = {g|g ∩ FOV s 6= ∅, s ∈ S, g ∈ G}, i.e., the set of grid cells among
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G which overlap with any FOV of a subshot s. The problem is to find the
optimal subset of subshots:
S ′ = argmin
S′⊂S
{wR ·Redundancy(S ′) + wL · Coverloss(S ′)}.









That is, Redundancy(S ′) is the number of grid cells overlapping with
more than one subshot among all the overlapping grid cells and Coverloss(S ′)
is the number of grid cells that are not covered by any subshot among all
grid cells within the landmark’s visible range. In Eqn. 3.3, GS denotes the
BaseMatrix. Fig. 3.4(b) shows the result after a random selection; the
grid cells with L indicate that coverage loss occurs and grid cells with val-
ues larger than 1 indicate that redundancy occurs. Our goal is to minimize
Coverloss(S ′) and Redundancy(S ′) at the same time.
Generally, this is a very challenging problem if a single subshot covers
multiple grid cells simultaneously. If we have two subshots, each covering
multiple grid cells and these two subshots have partial overlap, at least one
metric must be sacrificed as coverage loss increases if we discard either one
of them and redundancy increases if we keep them both.
To achieve both metrics, we confine the scope of a subshot within a
single grid cell. That is, a subshot moving from one grid cell to another are
treated as two independent subshots for each grid cell. For the remaining
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discussion, subshots are grid-cell delimited subshots. Using this confine-
ment, our problem can be transformed to select one coverage subshot from
each non-zero counting grid cell in BaseMatrix. In this way, it is guar-
anteed that there would be no information loss because the selected set
will cover all grid cells with non-zero counting and the redundancy will be
minimized as any two coverage-subshots belong to different grids present-
ing different coverage perspectives of the target landmark. The subshot
segmentation is simple but satisfies real time requirements for fast compu-
tation when the video database is large. It further provides customized and
flexible results by adjusting grid spacing. The semantics of grid spacing is
audience’s subjective sensitivity to redundancy.
Coverage Detection. Next we describe how to leverage sensor















Figure 3.5: Coverage detection by angular difference and minimal move-
ment.
Traditionally, this problem has been addressed by measuring the sim-
ilarity between the video content and an existing standard pattern of the
landmark through computer vision techniques. In this work, we leverage
the geographic data to simplify such identification. As we do not have pre-
knowledge about the sensor sampling rate, so a landmark may appear in
a video in any of the following two cases: 1) it is included in at least one
FOV. 2) it is not included in all FOVs but is included during the transi-
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tion of two consecutive FOVs. In order to check the above scenarios, we
introduce two terms: Angular Difference and Minimal Movement.
Angular Difference: Denote the direction from a camera location Li to
the landmark i as heading direction, say ϕi. Angular difference is defined
as the difference between its heading direction and its view direction θi
(obtained from the compass), |ai| = |ϕi − θi|. We assign this variable a
positive value if the heading direction is faster reachable from a clock-wise
rotation from the viewing direction than a counter-clockwise rotation, or
a negative value otherwise That is, ai ∈ (−180, 180] and ai = 0 when
θi = ϕi. In a conceptual view in Fig. 3.5(a), angular difference of frame f1
gains a negative angular difference value and f1 gains a positive value. For
a subshot, angular difference is an ordered set of values along the temporal
dimension, each value corresponds to one sensor sample.
Minimal Movement: The minimal movement mode, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.5(b), is defined over two consecutive samples (say, f1 and f2). As-
suming that f1 and f2 are shot at the same location, the light-dashed
arrow in the figure indicates that f1 transitions to f2 in a clock-wise direc-
tion while the dark-dashed arrow describes a counter-clock direction. The
minimal movement is defined as the light-dashed arrow traveling direction
where the rotation degree equals to min(|θi − θj|, 360 − |θi − θj|). There-
fore, it should be less than 180◦. An angular difference of greater than
180◦ indicates a spike during the sensor data acquisition. If such an outlier
is contained in the real data we intentionally ignore it as it may indicate
noisy data. We assume videos are always be recorded in minimal movement
mode.
Based on the above terms, for the first scenario, it satisfies the follow-
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ing equations: ai < Tha, i.e., the angular difference is within a predefined
angular threshold Tha. For the second scenario, it satisfy the following
requirement: ai+1 × ai × ρ(i, i+ 1) < 0, where ρ(i, i+ 1) is 1 if two consec-
utive FOVs travel in minimal movement mode or 0, otherwise. It means
that, with its previous or next frame, there is a zero-crossing point of their
angular difference values during the transition.
Require: Vh: grid-based spot-segments of landmark h
1: A← empty, S′ ← ∅
2: for v ∈ Vh do
3: a = AngleDifference(v), A← a
4: end for
5: for a ∈ A do
6: for eachsamplefi ∈ a do
7: if ai <= Tha then
8: sk ← ai
9: else if i > 2 and ai · ai−1 < 0 and
|θi − θi−1| = min{θi − θi−1, 360− (θi − θi−1)} then
10: sk ← ai
11: else




16: BaseMatrix← update the coverage map of h
17: G← find non-empty grid cells of BaseMatrix.
18: repeat
19: s← find a subshot whose video id appears most in G.
20: Gs ← find grid cells covered by s.
21: S′+ = s,G− = Gs
22: until G = ∅
23: return S′
Algorithm 1: Coverage Subshot Selection (Vh).
Greedy Subshot Selection. Algorithm 1 outlines the procedure
of selecting a subshot to achieve both minimal information loss and minimal
redundancy based on a greedy method. The solution, attempting to choose
the subshots whose corresponding video ID appears in BaseMatrix most
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frequently, aims to maximize the seamless transition from one subshot to
another. The algorithm’s input are all the spot-segments Vh for landmark
h. Lines 1–15 find all the coverage subshots S from Vh based on the angular
difference with minimal movement check (lines 9–11). The BaseMatrix
is initialized in lines 16–17. Lines 18–22 greedily choose a subset of the
coverage subshots. Once a subshot is selected from a grid cell, the grid cell
is marked. This process repeats until all non-zero cells in BaseMatrix are
marked. Finally, a set of subshots S ′ is selected.
3.3.2 Subshot Assembly
Once all subshot candidates for a single landmark have been selected, the
next task is to find a good route order that transits from one video subshot
to another such that all candidates are included. The formal description
of this problem is stated as follows: for a given subset of subshots (S ′)
that cover a landmark area with minimum coverage loss and redundancy,
find an optimal path that uses every subshot only once and minimizes the
transition cost.
Let every subshot be a node in a directed graph G = (V,E) and a
transition cost be defined between nodes. The transition cost represents
the degree of visual inconsistency while switching from one subshot to the
next. The higher the transition cost, the more obvious visual artifacts are
experienced during the transition. The transition cost from subshot i to
subshot j, where i, j ∈ S ′, is defined from the end point of i to the start
point of j.
There exist many aspects of visual artifacts caused by various factors
such as sudden changes in color, intensity, motion activity, temporal flow,
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location, weather conditions, orientation angle, etc. Among these we are
particularly interested in factors that can be easily obtained from the sen-
sor data: spatial attributes from the GPS location, temporal and motion
attributes due to camera and location movements, angular attributes from
the camera viewing angle, and the video attribute itself.
• Spatial Inconsistency. It assesses a penalty when the location in the
next spot-segment is different from the location in the previous seg-
ment. If the location difference exceeds a certain threshold distance,
however, it no longer contributes to the inconsistency value. We de-
fine the spatial cost of two points p, q as




where Thd is the distance threshold.
• Temporal Inconsistency. It levies a penalty for sudden temporal
changes such as a switch from day to night. Its cost model is de-
fined as
Inconsistt(i, j) = M [l(i), l(j)].













where l(i) is one of the following temporal categories: 1 refers to
day, 2 means twilight, and 3 means night. Values are derived from
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the combination of the average light level obtained from light sensor
measurements and timestamp values. Weather changes and seasonal
changes can be included in this category, but for simplicity we do not
consider them during our experiments.
• Angular Inconsistency. It provides a penalty for a change in angular
direction. For example, a user may feel discomfort when the camera
alters from a clock-wise to a counter-clock-wise direction or when
the camera points to North and then suddenly to South during a
transition. We assume [ti, ti+1] is the time interval of a spot-segment
i, then




where Tha = α is the maximum angle of a camera view and θ(p) is












Figure 3.6: A coverage subshot’s motion classification detection.
• Motion Inconsistency. It levies a penalty when the motion pattern
changes as classified in Fig. 3.6. A user may feel uncomfortable when
a camera movement pattern adjusts. For example, a still motion may
change to a scanning motion. Inconsistm(i, j) is the migration table
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of the motion change from i to j. For simplicity, we use a simpler
derivation:
Inconsistm(p, q) =
 0 : m(p) = m(q)1 : otherwise. ,
where m(p) is the motion pattern at p.
Note that each coverage subshot may have multiple motion classi-
fications but we are only interested in the start and end motions
which may be assigned from a previous subshot by checking the times-
tamp. E.g., Fig. 3.6 indicates two coverage subshots cs1 = [p1, q1] and
cs2 = [p2, q2] and by checking the corresponding timestamps we can
assign [panning, push-in] to cs1 and [push-in, panning] to cs2. Hence
Inconsistm(q1, p2) = 1.
• Video Inconsistency. It generally penalizes the transition from one
video to another one. Inconsistv(i, j) is a cost function for migrating
from a video segment i to segment j. If two video segments share
the same video, the value is 0. For convenience purposes, we consider
this as a constant.
Inconsistv(i, j) =
 0 : vid(i) = vid(j)1 : otherwise. ,
where vid(i) is the video ID of a video segment i.
Taking all these factors into account, the transition cost from a given
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spot-segment i to segment j is modeled as a weighted inconsistency function





wk · Inconsistk(p, q), (3.4)
where Lte is the end location and p ∈ [Lte−∆(i),Lte(i)], q ∈ [Lt0(j),Lt0+∆(j)]
are points in the two spot segments. This model, unlike a fixed choice
between the end point of i and the start point of j, provides flexibility for
a more suitable decision within a short window denoted as ∆.
Let wi,j be a binomial indicator whether j is visited immediately after










wi,j = 1, ∀i ∈ S ′,∑
i
wi,j = 1, ∀j ∈ S ′,
wi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈ S ′.
This problem structure depicts a typical Traveling Salesman’s Prob-
lem. Finding an optimal internal path can be solved using any existing
TSP approach such as the Cross-Entropy Method stochastic optimization
procedure [24] or an exhaustive search if the given set of subshots is rel-
atively small. Considering that subshots within a single video may have
similar recording patterns such as recording speed, we assume a high prob-
ability of a good spatial, temporal and angle consistency among them.
In the selected candidate coverage subshot set S ′, if several parts come
from the same video, they will be composed in the same order as they
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appear in the original video. This way the coverage subshots S ′ are clus-
tered into VS′ and we only consider the transition cost between any pair
of clusters vi and vj instead of every pair of subshots. For any two clus-
ters, first and second, the transition cost is the visual inconsistency be-
tween the end subshot of first and the starting subshot of second, i.e.,
c(first, second) = I(first.end, second.start). The inconsistency score for
a route is obtained by summing up all the inconsistency scores of each
consecutive pair. We normalize the score value to [0,1] as follows.
Inconsist(S ′) = 1− 1
exp(
∑|VS′ |
i=1 Inconsist(i, i+ 1)
). (3.5)
Algorithm 2 is a greedy method for finding a good assembling order.
The strategy is to pick each cluster as the start (line 2), and then find the
next piece with minimal visual inconsistency (lines 6–7) one by one until
all clusters are included in the order list (lines 5–10). Hence, if there are N
clusters at first, we will generate at most N candidate orders and the one
with minimal visual inconsistency score will be returned (line 13).
3.4 Multi-video Summarization for an Area
Once the video skims for each landmark have been constructed during the
previous stage, the next task is to find a good traveling sequence that
connects all these video skims in an aesthetically pleasant manner. This
is again a route generation problem. We desire to generate a route that
a tourist can practically travel along and we can mine order information
from the original videos. Because videos are recorded by real users, if
two landmarks are recorded within a single video, their order indicates a
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Require: S′: coverage subshots
1: Cluster S′ by video id
2: V ← Subshots in each cluster as a single video.
3: for vi ∈ V do
4: V ′ = V , Score(i) = 0, OrderListi ← ∅.
5: Remove vi from V
′, Attach vi to OrderListi
6: while V ′ 6= ∅ do
7: vj = arg minvj∈V ′{Inconsist(i, j)}
8: Score(i) = Score(i) + Inconsist(i, j)
9: Attach vj to the end of OrderListi





14: Select OrderListi = arg mini{Scorei}
Algorithm 2: Greedy-based Internal Route Generation (S ′).
potential traveling sequence. However, note that finding such a route does
not mean we want to achieve maximal spatial coherence: say, if one segment
covers two landmarks (i.e., it provides maximum spatial coherence), we
may choose it; however, if this piece is not compatible with other segments,
we may ignore it.
One additional design consideration is that there may exist an overlap
between the visible areas of two landmarks. For example, one object might
be a famous statue that is 10 meters high and 5 meters wide and whose
visible distance is set to 100 meters maximum, while another attraction,
being 200 meters high and 500 meters wide, may still be viewable from 1
km away. If the two attractions are located within a distance of 500 meters
of each other, although they are treated independently, many videos would
probably be shot within both their respective visible ranges. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that two visible landmark areas may overlap with
each other.
Let a video skim of a landmark h be a sequence of subshots and denoted
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by s0(h), · · · , se(h), where s0 and se are the first and the last subshots of the
video skim. Given a directed graph G = (H,E), where every node presents
a landmark, the transition cost of two nodes i and j is defined between the
summaries of these two landmarks. To be specific, it is between se(i) and
s0(j). For a simpler presentation we introduce another term intermediate
segment which denotes N(i, j). It is a somewhat loose definition of a video
segment whose starting and ending subshots are nearby landmark i and j,
respectively. This definition allows that some intermediate segments can
be transition segments. For example, they may start at i or end at j, or
both.
Finding the intermediate segments for two landmarks is a very time
consuming operation, since all videos in the region can contain candidate
segments. To limit the search scope, we use the following incremental
method detailed in Algorithm 3. The approach first starts by searching
videos within the landmarks’ visible ranges. If there exists any video seg-
ment that overlaps with two landmarks and visits them in order (lines
3–6), the corresponding video segment is remembered (line 7) until enough
intermediate segments are found. Otherwise, the algorithm continues to
increment the individual visible distances (line 10) until they extend up to
a given threshold value (line 2). Using this method we can collect at least
a desired number of intermediate video segments, which are located nearby
landmarks i and j.
Once an intermediate video segment (say, c) is detected, we define the
edge cost from i to j as the minimum sum of the transition cost from the
subshot se(i) to s0(c) and from se(c) to s0(j), that is, min∀ c∈N(i,j)
{I(i, c) +
I(c, j)}. Then, we further improve the transition quality by exhaustively
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Require: i, j ∈ H: landmarks,
di, dj : visible distance thresholds for each landmark,
D: maximum allowable visible distance,
δ: incremental step
k: minimum number of intermediate segments
1: N(i, j)← ∅
2: while |N(i, j)| < k and di, dj < D do
3: for all v ∈ V do
4: time interval [a, b]← |Lt(v),L(i)| ≤ di where t ∈ [a, b]
5: time interval [c, d]← |Lt(v),L(j)| ≤ dj where t ∈ [c, d]
6: if a < d then
7: N(i, j)∪ = v[min(a, c),max(b, d)]
8: end if
9: end for
10: di+ = δ, dj+ = δ
11: end while
12: return N(i, j)









Figure 3.7: Transition cost model from i to j, using an intermediate node c.
searching for more suitable places during the transition to and from the
intermediate segment. Its formal transition cost model is presented in
Eqn. 3.6. As exemplified in Fig. 3.7, the travel sequence from the previ-
ous cost model was < Lse(i),Lt0(c),Lte(c),Ls0(j) >, but the new sequence
prefers < Lse(i), l,m,Ls0(j) > by examining all locations on the trajectory
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for c.
Inconsist(i, j) |= min
∀ c∈N(i,j)
{ (3.6)
wv(Inconsistv(i, c) + Inconsistv(c, j))





wk · (Ik(p, l) + Ik(m, q))},
where N(i, j) is the set of bypass nodes that exist between nodes i and
j, the time interval of the video segment c ∈ N(i, j) is in the range of
[t0(c), te(c)] and p, l,m, q are the respective locations of i, c, c, j, where p is
the end location of the video skim for i, q is the starting location for j, and
the time index of l is smaller than that of m.
After constructing all edge costs, finding the minimal transition se-
quence that visits all the landmarks exactly once becomes another Travel-
ing Salesman Problem. We solve this problem with a similar methodology
as was presented for the previous stage, i.e., the single landmark route
generation.
3.5 Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework for multi-video
summarization, we have generated thumbnail-based video summaries for
our GeoVid video dataset described in Section 2.2.3 and the video skims
for four different landmarks (Merlion statue, Marina Bay Sands (MBS), Es-
planade, and Singapore Flyer) in Singapore. Since the phones do not have
zooming functionality, our results exclude zoom-related camera activities.
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Still Panning Tracking Push In Scanning Push Out
User-defined
Still 24 0 0 0 0 0
Panning 1 27 0 0 0 0
Tracking 2 0 16 1 2 0
Ground truth
Push In 0 0 1 49 6 1
Scanning 0 0 4 2 70 0
Push Out 0 0 1 0 0 2
Table 3.1: The confusion matrix of the subshot classification method for
nine sample videos.
We applied our algorithm to nine sample videos randomly chosen from
our video database. The quality of our motion pattern classification method
is presented in the format of a confusion matrix. As can be seen in Tbl 3.1,
there are 188 correct classifications and 21 incorrect ones. Hence, the clas-
sification accuracy of our approach is about 88%. Among the classified
results, 40% are evaluated as scanning, meaning that we cannot observe
much meaningful semantics.
3.5.2 Keyframe Summary for Single Video
Figure 3.8: Keyframe summary of video #2002.
After the motion detection we divide videos into subshots based on
their motion classes. The extracted keyframes are chosen accordingly and
the summary result for video #2002 is illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.9: Original video trajectory.














Figure 3.10: Angular difference.






















Figure 3.11: Coverage subshots.
3.5.3 Landmark Multi-Video Summary
To evaluate our coverage detection for each video using the angular differ-
ence algorithm we proposed, we randomly selected two videos, v1 and v2,
to investigate the results for the Merlion statue with an angle threshold of
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Tha = 60 degrees and a visible distance dh = 50 meters.
Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) show the original trajectories with view direc-
tions for v1 and v2 respectively. The landmark is marked with a star with
longitude and latitude as the x- and y-axis.
Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) show their angular difference curves accord-
ingly with the x-axis indexing the sample points of each video. The minimal
movement check successfully identifies the zero-crossing but non-coverage
subshots shown in Fig. 3.10(b). In this case, the samples around the zero-
crossing points along the curve are irrelevant to the region of interest which
can be verified from their original view direction trend in Fig. 3.9(b).
Figs. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) show the detected coverage subshots. In
Fig. 3.11(a), several clusters along the trajectory with view directions
shown exist, each of which represents one coverage subshot consisting of
several consecutive frames and corresponding to a consecutive section along
the angular difference curve between thresholds [-30◦,+30◦] in Fig. 3.10(a).
We found the minimal movement check is really important to counteract
the deficiency of a low sampling rate of sensors. In addition, the method
avoids that a continuous subshot is divided into trivial fragments due to
unexpected environmental factors such as camera shake in which case oc-
casional samples deviate from the normal shooting angle.
After filtering, 99 out of 658 frames are selected for v1 and the whole
v2 is discarded. Finally, coverage subshots from all landmark segments for
each landmark are obtained. The selection rate is 0.2087, 0.1191, 0.1583
and 0.1330 for each landmark and the comparison is shown in Fig. 3.12.
The samples’ distribution of these coverage subshots is presented as
a 3D map in Fig. 3.13. The x- and y-axis correspond to grid cell indices
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Figure 3.13: 3D BaseMatrix.
along the longitude and latitude dimensions. The vertical axis counts how
many samples belong to the corresponding grid cell. Results are not equally
distributed within the visible distance of the central landmark. This infor-
mation nicely indicates the “observation-point” or “shooting-perspective”
for attractions which is quite useful for recommendations as a higher value
indicates that the corresponding position is preferred by more visitors to
record the landmark. Additionally, redundancy exists for any pair of sub-
shots within the same grid cell.
During subshot selection, trivial pieces whose length is below an ac-
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Figure 3.14: Video skim trajectory (Merlion statue) with (a) Thl = 0 and











Figure 3.15: Video skim trajectory (Merlion statue) with (a) ws = 1 and
(b) wt = 1.
Figure 3.16: Selected thumbnails with wt = 1 for Merlion statue.
ceptable threshold Thl are removed, otherwise they will adversely impact
the viewing experience. After choosing a subset S ′ from S with Algo-
rithm 1, the final traveling path is computed by Algorithm 2. The ordered
trajectories for the Merlion statue are shown in Fig. 3.14(a) and Fig. 3.14(b)
with the same values Ik = 0.2, k ∈ {s, a, v, t,m} but different thresholds
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Thl = 0 and Thl = 20 (samples), respectively. Selected subshots are
represented by the curve segments in dark color (blue). Two consecutive
subshots are connected by a dashed curve. An additional solid curve is
added if there exists a video segment that travels between them, no matter
whether or not it covers h.
A smaller Thl results in more trivial subshots or even single standing
points. In Fig. 3.14(a) with Thl = 0 the path turns suddenly to the top-left
and top-right because of two isolated points. This is due to some occasional,
unintended shot changes, such as caused by camera shake. Hence, it is rea-
sonable to remove such outliers to smooth the travel path. Additionally,
adjustable thresholds provide flexibility if users query for a video with dif-
ferent durations. A larger Thl will result in a longer summary, if with a
video database large enough.
To understand the contribution of each visual inconsistency factor we
tested five cases with wk = 1 for each k ∈ {v, t, s, a,m} separately and illus-
trate the trajectories for ws = 1 and wt = 1 in Fig. 3.15(a) and Fig. 3.15(b),
due to limited space. Some thumbnails for the case of wt = 1 are displayed
in the selected order in Fig. 3.16. The last two thumbnails recorded in
the evening from different videos are connected while other pieces recorded
during daytime are clustered and placed at the beginning. The flexibility
of weight selections allows our system to be personalized, e.g., a user can
require the view of Marina Bay Sands at different times and our system
can generate a video that clusters the scenes during daytime and night
separately but compose them into a single summary by assigning wt the
highest priority.
Similarly, the video skim trajectories for Marina Bay Sands and Es-
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Figure 3.17: Example video skim trajectories (MBS).
Figure 3.18: Example video skim trajectories (Esplanade).
planade are illustrated in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18 with the Google Map as the
background.
As comparison we implemented the Internal Path Discovering (IPD)
algorithm by Lu et al. [63] to find the optimal traveling path based on our
trajectory database. As IPD is targeted at photo databases rather than
videos, we selected a fixed rate sampling of frames for each subshot within
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the visible map for each landmark and tested with six different rate sets.
A Threshold of ThD = 10 meters is used to decide when two trajectories
cannot be merged.


















Figure 3.19: Comparison of the trajectory between our summarization and
IPD for two landmarks.
Fig. 3.20 shows the trajectories generated by both IPD (thin curve
with light color) and our greedy algorithm (thick dark) for two landmarks,





































Figure 3.20: Comparison of the five inconsistency factors between our sum-
marization and IPD for two landmarks.
We compare the score for their coverage loss, redundancy and visual
inconsistency factors separately in Fig. 3.20(a) and the final score with
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wR = wL = wI =
1
3
in Fig. 3.19(a). Because the IPD algorithm merges tra-
jectories from closest points (which indicates it only considers minimizing
the spatial inconsistency) we set the parameter ws = 1 in our algorithm to
provide a fair comparison. The results include six different sampling rates
for IPD while the sampling rate does not affect our greedy algorithm re-
sults. Note that in our algorithm, R and L are always 0 which are invisible
in the figures. The result indicates that our algorithm has good perfor-
mance across all factors except for the spatial inconsistency Is, which is
reasonable as IPD considers Is only but does not consider whether the sur-
roundings of the merge points are relevant to the landmark or not. This





































Figure 3.21: Comparison of the overall inconsistency between our summa-
rization and IPD for two landmarks.
Fig. 3.21 shows the comparison on the overall scores between two meth-
ods and our work shows satisfactory results.
3.5.4 Multi-Landmark Multi-Video Summary
This experiment attempts to produce a video skim that includes all four
landmarks with minimal visual inconsistency. After finding the intermedi-
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Figure 3.22: Summary subshots for multiple landmarks.
ate segments combined with the entrance-/exit-segments of each individual
landmark, the overall route is merged based on minimal transition cost.
The final order among the four landmarks are Flyer, Esplanade, Merlion
statue and MBS, which is a circling path around the Marina Bay area,
which is quite reasonable. The final trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 3.22
with subshots highlighted in darker color and a dashed curve connecting
them.
3.6 Summary
Sensor-rich smartphones allow mobile videos to be efficiently analyzed and
to extract interesting information without time-consuming computations.
Using a lightweight computational model for sensor data analysis, our sys-
tem can quickly detect interesting movement semantics of locations and
camera views and extract key frames based on different semantics. We
then proposed a new video skim generation model that covers each land-
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mark comprehensively and combines multiple videos in a pleasant and us-
able way. Any object with known location can be used as a summarization
target. Finally, we provide a route generator that produces a traveling








In Chapter 3, we create a summary for a region by composing the sub-
summaries from all its contained landmarks. The information of landmarks
is either referred from an external database or specified by the users. Ad-
ditionally, the summary is created by a greedy solution which includes all
viewing perspective for each landmark so there exists no control on the
summary length. So in this work, we detect the landmarks, which are
more commonly known as regions of interest (ROIs) from input videos, in
an automatic manner according to videos’ geographic properties. Further-
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more, we take the summary length into consideration and refine the criteria
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Figure 4.1: Overview of system architecture.
The overall architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. We obtained multiple
videos retrieved for a user query. Region of interest (ROI), in a multi-video
domain, is the object which is frequently captured in many videos. For
geographic volunteered media documents, ROI is tied to an additional at-
tribute: the position where the ROI is located in real-world. In Chapter 3,
we import external tourism databases as reference and assume well-known
landmarks are most salient objects. This solution has several disadvan-
tages: they are very limited to a few well-known places; they may not be
updated frequently to reflect the latest information; they mainly include
the objects in geo-space however ROI may also a place where an event
happens; they are static so they can not reflect the unique characteristics
of user-preferred inputs. This inspires us to determine the ROIs from the
videos themselves by checking if a location is captured from multiple cam-
era together. We firstly propose a Gaussian-based model to formulate the
capture intention distribution for each video frame which solely depends on
the geographic contextual data. ROIs among multiple videos are detected
by importing the capture intention results of frames from all videos. In-
stead of using all videos frames, we only select the frames which contributes
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the most to their own video so that the ROI will not be overwhelmingly
effected by some “noisy” videos whose lengths are much longer than the
others. Once we obtain such ROIs, we can extract subparts from videos
which captured the popular ROIs.
Then we refine the summarization problem by treating all ROIs con-
currently. We refine the summary quality metrics and select the most
representative “keys” from all segment candidates according to their ge-
ographic characteristics. The highlights of our work are summarized as
follows.
• Regions of interest are automatically computed from multiple input
videos by leveraging only their geographic metadata. A Gaussian-
based model is proposed to formulate the capture intention distribu-
tion for each video frame and key frames from individual video are
selected for multi-video ROI detection. On average, the ROI detec-
tion time is around 3.8 milliseconds for a video of length 100-second.
• The summarization is refined and active learning technique is used to
select the most informative segments. Compared to other multi-video
summary strategies, we successfully produce a summary to preserve
the original salience with better accuracy robustly and efficiently and
reduce the computation time from several minutes to a few seconds.
Portions of work from this chapter has been published in [117] and sub-
mitted to a journal paper. In the rest of this chapter, Section 4.2 details
ROI detection and 4.3 introduces the video summarization strategies. An
experimental evaluation is presented in Section 4.4 and a summary in Sec-
tion 4.5.
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4.2 Regions of Interest Detection from Mul-
tiple Videos
4.2.1 Probabilistic Model for ROI Detection
Conceptually, a ROI is the scene location where multiple camera views are
captured together. Similar to the PageRank idea [74], the more videos
capture a location, the more likely this location is a ROI. This motivates
us to propose a probabilistic model to describe the ROI distribution within
an queried region.
As a formal formulation, with the target space denoted as G, we divide
it into W ×H equally-spaced grid-cells G = {gji }, i = 1 ∼ W, j = 1 ∼ H.
We define a map ROI, which is a W × H matrix, and each matrix entry
gains a value, ROI(i, j), to indicate the probability that its corresponding
grid space gji is a ROI. Given a set of video frames F , ROI(i, j) is computed
by the following equation:
ROI(i, j) =
c(gji , F )∑
g∈G c(g, F )
, (4.1)
where c(g, F ) is a counter indicating how likely this grid cell is the common
capture intention from all videos by the following equation:





CI(Lg, FOV nm). (4.2)
In this equation, Lg denotes the centroid of a grid cell g and CI(Lg, FOV nm)
is a value indicating the probability of grid g being the capture intention
within the frame fnm (denoted by its FOV). So in what follows, we describe
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how we localize capture intentions for each video frame.
4.2.2 Capture Intention Distribution for Video Frames
Generally, a photographer is more likely to capture their intentions at the
center of an image, i.e., along the camera viewing direction. However,
it is common for the main object (intention) to be off-center during a
continuous camera motion. As an illustration in Fig. 4.2, the main object
(marked as a star) located with an angular difference |θ−ϕ| from the camera
viewing direction θ. For example, during a camera-panning, a target is
captured from its left to right for completeness. During this period, the








Figure 4.2: Angular difference.
such intention (angular) distribution by the following model:











where L′ is any location in a target space, ϕ is the heading direction from
L to L′ and σ is a parameter to control the Gaussian distribution.
From the distance perspective, users intend to capture objects nearby
the camera location for better visibility except when the distant object is
big in size. So a location L′, under a single FOV, gains a capture intention
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d : ||L′,L|| ≤ R
0 : otherwise.
,
where ||·, ·|| is a distance measurement for which we use the Euclidean
distance. So for a single video frame its capture intention distribution is
formulated in the following equation for ∀L′ ∈ G:
CI(L′, FOV ≡ 〈L, θ, α,R〉) = CIa(L′, θ,L, α) ·CId(L′,L, R). (4.3)
4.2.3 ROI Detection from Multiple Videos















However, this formulation implicitly favors the videos with longer duration,
as it imports all frames in to a single pool for ROI computation. Thus, the
results deviate from our original expectation to detect ROIs that are shared
among multiple videos. So we introduce an auxiliary variable ρ for each
frame, indicating its contribution to the ROI detection, rather than taking
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The auxiliary variable controls the contribution from each video frame. In
this work, we only import frames which contribute the most to its own
video’s ROI map. Denote all frames for a single video as Fv, for each video




c(g, Fv)× c(g, f). (4.6)
We select frames located as local maxima along the contribution curve for









The overall workflow to obtain the ROI map from multiple videos is sum-
marized in Alg. 4.
Require: V : videos; z: grid size; R: maximal visible distance.
1: Determine the ROI map size W ×H by V,R, z
2: Initialize an empty map: ROI ← zeros(W,H).
3: for each video vm ∈ V do
4: ROIm ← zeros(W,H)
5: for each frame fnm ∈ vm do
6: Calculate the frame ROI map ROI(fnm).




9: Calculate ð(fm) by Eqn.(7)
10: Determine auxiliary variables ρm from ð(fm)
11: for Each frame fnm ∈ vm do
12: if isEqual(ρnm, 1) then




17: Return ROI = ROI/sum(ROI).
Algorithm 4: ROI map generation from multiple videos.
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4.3 Summarization From Multiple Geo-referenced
Videos
Based on the above, we obtain a map indicating the probability distribu-
tion of ROI in a queried area. We extract segments which capture the
most popular regions in the ROI map. With a user-required summariza-
tion duration, the system aims to select a subset from these videos and
compose them into a single skim summary with proper playback order, so
that the summary can not only represent the original content as much as
possible but also preserve enjoyable quality in terms of both aesthetics and
consistency.
Video summarization is a highly subjective task and a consistent eval-
uation framework is so far missing in this field. A skimming summary
should have several desirable attributes, all of which are however described
mostly in generic ways and are instantiated differently in specific appli-
cations [95, 47]. We reexamine the three metrics in Section 3.3 including
coverage loss, redundancy and inconsistency. Actually both coverage loss
and redundancy indicate the overall information level of a summary. When
a summary is constraint with certain duration (which is common as we are
not interested to watch a video with infinite length), redundant videos leads
a larger coverage loss. So we combine these two factor as a single informa-
tion coverage factor. We refine our objective is for the skimming results to
perform well in the following aspects:
• Information Coverage: This measures how much video salience, or
highlights, from the original videos remains in the summary. In a
single video case, the salience depends largely on the video type, for
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example the goals in a sports video [104] or the conversations in a
life-log video [48]. In geo-referenced videos, such salience is indicated
by the ROI map we generated in the last section.
• Consistency : A skimming summary is composed of a sequential list of
segments. The transition from one video segment to another should
be as seamless as possible, providing viewers with a pleasant view-
ing experience. Therefore a higher consistency factor of a summary
indicates a better skimming result.
It is intuitive to measure a skim’s quality by a weighted summation of the
above factors. Denote a subset selection as V ′ = {v1, ..., vn}, then its score
is calculated as follows:
S(V ′) = wI ·
n∑
i=1




subject to wx ≥ 0,
∑
x∈{I,C}
wx = 1. (4.7)
So the summary with time constraint T is selected to achieve the following
requirement:
V ′ = arg max
V ′∈V




As described in Section 3.3, this problem is divided into two subparts: (1)
segment selection: selecting several segments to achieve maximal informa-
tion coverage, but this time the selection comes with a time constraint
and (2) segment assembly: finding a proper order to connect the selected
segments coherently.
During the segment selection, we aim to select the most representative
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videos among all candidates. We map the videos into a new space which
reflects their spatial characteristics and try to find the most representative
points in this new space. We name such core points as keys. There are
many choices to construct the new space such as a 2D coordinate space,
a 3D space including both coordinate pair and view direction. In this
work, we present each video as a N -dimensional histogram as shown in
Fig. 4.3, where N is the total number of grids over the original target space:
φ(v) =< c(g1, Fv), c(g2, Fv), ..., c(gN , Fv) > where c(g, Fv) is computed by
Eqn. 4.2. In this new space, each video is mapped to a unique point and we
denoted all these points as X (each x ∈ X may correspond to more than
one videos). For each point, it has two attributes: the location Lx and θx
<c1,c2,…,c16 > 
… 
Figure 4.3: Each video is presented as a N -dimensional vector, where N
is the total number of grids over the original target space. The ith vector
entry indicates how likely the ith grid cell is the common capture intention
from this video.
The objective is to select the keys A ⊆ X which are of the utmost
potential to present X. Assume for each location x, its representation
ability is a measurable value by a linear function y = wTx + , where  is
a measure error. From the selected points A, we learn a vector wˆ so that
representation ability for each point is measured by y = wˆx. We expect
the selection A can best represent X, i.e., the learning value is similar to
its true value. i.e., the loss is minimized:
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We adopt a square error function for the loss function loss(x) = (yˆ− y)2 =
(wˆTx+ − wTx)2 and a normal distribution ∼ N(0, σ2) for the error. For
each point, we expect its information loss is minimized:
E(loss(x)) = E(wˆTx+ − wTx)2
= σ2 + E((wˆ − w)x)2
= σ2 + E(xT (wˆ − w)T (wˆ − w)x)
= σ2 + xTE((wˆ − w)T (wˆ − w))x. (4.8)
From Gauss-Markov theorem, wˆ−w has zero mean and a covariance matrix
by σ2(AAT )−1 [109], so Eqn. 4.8 is converted to:
E(loss(x)) = σ2 + xTσ2(AAT )−1x. (4.9)





E(loss(x)) = σ2 + σ2XT (AAT )−1X. (4.10)
The above problem is commonly converted to minimize some measurements
of the matrix (AAT )−1 and the matrix trace is one of the widely used
measurement [109]. Denote the trace of a matrix as Tr(·), Eqn 4.10 is
converted to:
σ2 +XTr(AAT )−1X = σ2 + Tr(XT (AAT )−1X). (4.11)
So the key locations A is required to satisfy the following requirement:
minσ2 + Tr(XT (AAT )−1X). (4.12)
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This problem is proved to be NP-hard but after some derivations, it is










) + γ · ||β||1. (4.13)
In this formulation, κ and β are two auxiliary variables to indicate if a
data is representative ability. As this function is convex, it has optimal
solutions and we adopt the method in Deng [28] to obtain the β values for
each point. Points corresponding to the top values are assigned as keys.
Once we obtained the keys, we retrieve its corresponding videos and
assemble these videos using the Algorithm 2 in Section 3.3.2, which aims






In this work, we enlarge our dataset where videos are collected among the
recent three years (December, 2010 to March, 2014) but all other parame-
ters remain the same.
4.4.1 ROI Detection
To evaluate if we can successfully detect region of interests, we retrieved
videos in several areas in Singapore downtown where dense videos have
been collected, and detected ROIs from each video set. Data statistics are
shown in Tbl. 4.1.
To evaluate the ROI results, we compared the ROI maps generated by
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Table 4.1: Data statistics.
# video duration (s) covered space (m2)
s1 328 21055 54287.473
s2 32 2730 387.047
s3 25 3760 5847.325
s4 49 1290 1451.978
s5 28 1025 992.627
our method with the work by Hao et al. [45]. This baseline method assumes
ROI locates solely along the central view direction in each frame’s visible
area with equal distance probability. We also generated the map adopting
our approach but without any frame filtering. For an intuitive understand-
ing, we plotted the ROI contours on real street maps as in Fig. 4.4. The
first three figures in each row correspond to the results under three algo-
rithms. We found that, the baseline generated more sparse results across
the whole target space because it only emphasizes the area that along the
camera direction of each video frame. We manually watched the original
videos and found that regions with higher values under baseline are mostly
nearby the camera locations. A plausible explanation is that consecutive
frames are prone to have similar coverage, so the distant grids are hardly
to be overlapped and their counters are hardly to increase. The second
and third methods produced ROI maps in a similar way, so the general
distributions of their results are similar. A key difference is that keyframe-
based method emphasizes a location more if it is shared among multi-videos
while the other emphasizes a location shared among multi-frames. This is
because, different photographers capture the same target in various ways.,
e.g., one captures an object for 10 minutes but another may just for 10
seconds. Our algorithm only imports frames contributing the most to their
own video, so a video with much longer duration will not overwhelmingly
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Figure 4.4: The ROI maps under three algorithms. Subfigures in 1st to 3rd
column correspond to results for the method 1) Baseline, 2) Probability
model with all frames, 3) Probability model with key frames, separately.
suppress other videos that are shorter but are captured by more users.
As a further validation, we extracted a list of tags in the same target
space from each video set using the method by Shen et al. [84]. Each tag
corresponds to an object (e.g., a building, a landmark) in geo-space and
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Table 4.2: ROI evaluation: Distance between detected ROIs and the ground
truth under three algorithms (unit: meter).
Average ±Standard Deviation
Baseline Probability Model Probability Model
Method of All Frames of Key Frames
s1 35.752±245.452 0.808±1.229 0.823± 2.328
s2 9.587±6.205 0.144±0.258 0.119± 0.229
s3 19.158±37.420 0.465±0.855 0.148± 0.493
s4 5.376±8.218 0.375±0.613 0.337± 0.513
s5 10.912±7.370 0.169±0.259 0.111± 0.124
has a ranking indicating how well the object is visible in these videos. The
higher its ranking, the object can be more frequently seen in videos. Based
on these tags, we expect the corresponding objects are assigned as ROIs
with higher probability using our detection algorithm, i.e., the locations
of ROIs are closer to the most visible objects. So we generated the top
10-50 visible objects, extracted their locations as ground-truth (denoted as
LGT ). At the same time, we generated the ROI map as in Alg. 4, detected
the local maximal points and extracted their locations as LROI . For each
ROI central location, we computed the distance to the nearest location in







The distance results are shown in Tbl. 4.2. Statistics show that our ap-
proach gains the smaller error distance compared to the baseline method
with the distance errors reduced from a few dozens to several meters. Sim-
ilar to the explanation before, this is because the baseline method adopts a
much more stronger assumption on the ROI distribution. So it is less likely
for ROIs from different frames to overlap, leading the non-zero counting
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grids distributes sparsely in space. Additionally, the keyframe approach
performs better than the all-frame approach. All these demonstrate our













































































































































































Figure 4.5: Comparison between the original ROI map and the recovered ROI
maps (values are scaled to between 0 and 1) generated by three methods.
There exist very few works for multi-video summary. We compared our
strategy with other two methods. The first (denoted as MMR) [59] creates
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multi-video summarizations, however the skims are composed of individual
frames rather than segments. This algorithm is extended from the text
domain by utilizing a similarity comparison among all video frames. At
each iteration, the frame that is most different from the summary but is
the most similar to the unselected frames will be added into the summary.
The second (denoted as Greedy) created a summary by greedily select
the videos whose FOVs cover ROI the most until the summary length is
filled. This method requires an external landmark database as ROI (center
locations) so it can check the overlap between each video FOV and each
landmark. Both these two works do not consider the coherency and quality
factor, so we compared the information coverage in summaries, i.e., if they
contain sufficient salient information as in the original inputs. For each
set of videos in Tbl. 4.1, we initially obtained their ROI map. Ideally, we
expect the most popular regions in ROI map are preserved in the summary,
i.e., the recovered ROI map is similar to the original ROI map. Based on
this, we generated the new ROI maps from the same length summaries
using the above three methods. To visualize the results, we plotted the
contour maps of both the original ROI and the recovered ROI maps in
Fig. 4.5. We scaled the values in ROI maps to between 0 and 1. Each row
corresponds to one example, subfigures in the first columns correspond to
the original ROI map, subfigures in the 2nd ∼ 4th columns show the ROI
maps recovered from a 150 seconds summary from MMR, Greedy and our
method, separately. From these figures, we have the following observations:
• ROI maps generated by the three methods shows different distribu-
tions. In each recovered ROI map, its most popular region (with
higher values) corresponds to popular regions (local maximal region)
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in the original ROI map. This indicate all three summaries contain
certain level of salience from the original videos.
• Some local maximal regions in the original ROI map do not appear
in the recovered ROI, indicating the informative levels in these three
summaries are different. Greedy method performs the worst as it
always produces a single dense region. There always exists a single
component in all subfigures in 3rd columns of Fig. 4.5. MMR per-
forms slightly better as the dense regions spread more widely and our
method performs the best.
Overall, from the manual observation, our methods performs the best as




























































































Figure 4.6: Summarization quality comparison using MMR, Greedy and
our algorithm.
To quantitively evaluate the above results, we compared the summaries
by Eqn. 4.7. As both MMR and Greedy, do not consider the coherency
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factor, we set the wC as zero for the fairness. Assume the target space as
R, and it is divided into equally-spaced grids G = {g1, ..., gn}. For each
grid, it has two flags with one (f1) indicating if it belongs to the most
popular regions in ROI map and the other (f2) indicating if it is covered in
the summary. The most popular regions gain a value larger than certain
threshold and we took the 60% of the maximal. So the summary score is
calculated as:









where  is the XOR operation and parameter ω indicates the measur-






j=1 ||φ(vi), φ(vj)||. Fig. 4.6 illustrates the score comparison re-
sults. The horizontal axis is summary length and the vertical axis shows
the score, between 0 and 1. From the statistics we could see that the
score increases when more segments are included in the summary which is
reasonable. Among the three methods, the Greedy performs the worst in
almost all scenarios, which is consistent with results in last section. Our
algorithm gains higher scores than MMR except the second case. How-
ever, in terms of efficiency, our solution performs much better than MMR
and we will discuss this in next section.
4.4.3 Algorithm Robustness and Efficiency
To test the algorithm robustness and efficiency, we produced summaries for
several randomly selected video sets and compared their qualities to the
other two methods (MMR, Greedy). There are totally nine sets, input
size (# video) of which increase from 20 to 100 with an interval 10. Videos
in each set were selected randomly from the original database. The data
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Table 4.3: Statistics of randomly selected video sets.












































































































































































Figure 4.7: Robustness evaluation: Summarization quality comparison us-
ing MMR, Greedy and our algorithm. Subfigure shows the results of ex-
amples with input video sizes from 20 to 100.
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(b) Processing time (exclude visual feature extraction part).
Figure 4.8: Overall processing time comparison among three summariza-
tion algorithms.
statistics are listed in Tbl. 4.3. Compared with the five examples in Tbl. 4.1,
capture locations of videos in the current nine examples distribute more
sparsely in geo-space. On average, there are 14.79 seconds videos for every
123.21 meter2 (0.001 degree2). All the experiments were implemented
by MATLAB 2007 and are conducted on a PC with Intel R© Core(TM)2
Extreme CPU X9650@3.00 GHz and 4 GB of RAM running Mircosoft
Windows 7 Professional.
To evaluate if our algorithm can produce promising summaries ro-
bustly with various input sizes, we measured the summary quality accord-
ing to Eqn. 4.15 and the comparison results are shown in Fig. 4.7. In all
these nine examples, the scores of our summary are clearly higher than the
other two. Greedy still produced the worst results among the three. Com-
pared with the five examples in Fig. 4.6, there exists a clear improvement of
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our summary results as the score difference is more obvious. This indicates
even with sparsely located videos, we produce good summaries robustly.
Whilst guaranteeing better summary, our algorithm is also efficient.
We measured the whole computation time to generate a summary under
three methods and the results are illustrated in Fig. 4.8(a). Due to the huge
time difference, we plotted the logscale values (unit: second) for a clear ex-
planation. From the results we find that our method is the fastest, followed
by Greedy and MMR performs the worst. This is reasonable as both our
and Greedy only processes the contextual metadata however MMR inves-
tigate the visual features of candidate videos. For a fairness, we remove the
time introduced by the visual feature extraction, the overall computation
time under three algorithms is shown in Fig. 4.8(b). Similar as above, the
processing time is illustrated in their logscales. This time, our method is
still the fastest one. MMR still performs the worst as it compares each
unselected video with all the rest so that the piece dissimilar to selected
videos and similar to unselected videos is added to the summary. As a
Table 4.4: Processing time of the main components in of our algorithm
(unit: second).
Average
# video Keys ROI Video
Selection Detection Assembly
20 0.03 0.0305 0.011629
30 0.0297 0.0179 0.011686
40 0.0298 0.3555 0.011684
50 0.0306 0.0783 0.011652
60 0.0304 0.0519 0.011697
70 0.0332 0.1391 0.011661
80 0.0325 0.2424 0.01168
90 0.0331 0.1547 0.011693
100 0.0327 0.0591 0.011673
further time analysis, we divided the overall processing of our algorithm
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ROI Detection           
Video Assembly  




Figure 4.9: Time components of our summarization algorithm.
into four components: ROI detection, keys selection, and video assembly.
The processing time for each component for each test example is shown in
Tbl. 4.4. For ROI detection, the grid size is taken as 0.001 degree (∼ 11.1
meter). From the table we find that, besides the feature extraction, the
processing time for other three components is on a dozen millisecond basis
which is quite fast.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a Gaussian-based model to formulate the cap-
ture intention distribution for each video frame. By importing key frames
from each video, regions of interest among multiple inputs are successfully
detected. Compared with existing solutions, the average error distances
reduced from a few dozens to a few meters. During the summarization, we
present videos in a new space using their geographic meta-data and actively
select the most essential points (keys) from their mappings. Experiments
indicate that, compared to other multi-video summary strategies, our algo-
rithm robustly produces a better summary by preserving the original ROIs
accurately and reduces the overall computation time from several minutes




Summarization by Graph Formulation
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we provide a heuristic solution to produce a
summary by greedily selecting the best segment among all candidates until
either there exists no new information among unselected pieces, or the time
is filled. However, there exists no explanations how such heuristical solution
achieves the best results for a general multi-video summarization problem.
Additionally, it does not consider the diversity in video quality, which is
however is a typical characteristic of user generated videos and poor quality
videos seriously degrade viewing experience. All these observations inspire
us to incorporate video quality into consideration and propose a solution
that can be applied to general videos.
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As we know, photograph is defined as the art of taking and process-
ing photos/videos, and aesthetics indicates how people mostly characterize
the beauty in art [37]. Therefore, it is of high necessities for us to de-
velop an (aesthetical)quality-guided multi-video summarizations system,
focusing on preserving the original artistic intention in videos and creat-
ing enjoyable summary results. It is known that image-based aesthetics
evaluation is a useful technique that is closed to many applications such as
information retrieval and presentation. However, the aesthetics on videos
has been little explored. The main reason is the lack of evaluation stan-
dards. On top of that, there exist no standard ground truth data. However,
we notice that many photo databases with sufficient aesthetics ratings have




































Figure 5.1: A conceptual overview of the aesthetics-guided multi-video
summarization system.
To solve the above problems, we propose an automatic (aesthetic)
quality guided multi-video summarization system. The created summary
is composed of multiple segments, which come from different consumer
videos but work together to preserve the essential scenes in the original
contents and to present pleasing aesthetics. Fig 5.1 illustrates the overview
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of our proposed system and it mainly contains two components. To gen-
erate an aesthetics-guided summary, we initially propose a probabilistic
model to rate the aesthetic quality for each user generated video. The aes-
thetics rating for a single video is closely related to the aesthetics of all its
constituent frames. To indicate such correlation, we leverage a human per-
ception model by calculating the amount of aesthetics a viewer could actu-
ally perceive from each video frame, rather than taking all frame aesthetics
once-for-all. Next, we formulate the aesthetics-guided multi-video summa-
rization as a graph analysis problem which includes video segmentation,
scene generation and a dynamic programming framework. Video segment
boundaries are firstly determined by the frame reconstruction contribution
to the original video. Then segment candidates with similar visual ap-
pearance are grouped together to present the essential scenes from input
videos. After such preprocessing, the summarization is formulated to a
graph analysis problem where each graph node corresponds to a single de-
tected video scene, presented by the video segment that is of best informa-
tiveness and aesthetics; each graph edge infers the transition quality of two
nodes, i.e., how smooth a viewer feels in watching the segment-composed
summary. Based on such representation, the multi-video summarization
can be deemed as selecting nodes with proper order and we solve it by a
dynamic programming framework. Thus the final summary can best re-
construct the original multi-videos, and preserves good quality in terms of
both video consistency and aesthetics.
The main contributions of this work include:
• We propose a probabilistic model to evaluate the aesthetics for user
generated videos. The model leverages some well-know photo ground
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truth and transfer them to the video domain. It reveals how much
aesthetics from each video frame is perceived by humans. We con-
ducted subjective studies for evaluation and the results indicate that
our ratings are reliable.
• A graph based solution is proposed to create a segment-composed
summarization (video skimming) from multiple user generated videos.
The skimming well remains the essential scenes of the original mul-
tiple videos, and preserves an overall good aesthetics as well as a
smooth visual transitions among the consecutive segments.
The work from this chapter has been published in [114]. The remaining sec-
tions are organized as follows. Section 5.2 details the probabilistic model
for video aesthetics evaluation. Section 5.3 explains how to produce an
aesthetics-guided multi-video summarization using a graph-based presen-
tation. Experiment evaluations are illustrated in Section 5.4, followed by
a summary in Section 5.5.
5.2 Aesthetics Assessment for User Gener-
ated Videos
The lack of ground truth video dataset (videos with subjective ratings on
their aesthetics) brings video aesthetics evaluation a big research challenge.
However, we observe that there are many photo databases, each of which
contains sufficient user ratings on the photo aesthetics. This motivates us
to connect the aesthetics of each video to its constituent frames. It is known
that each video is composed of image frames in a sequential order, so in this
work, we would like to explore if the aesthetics of a video can be computed
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from its constituent frames in an accumulative manner. That is to say,
we look into how much aesthetical contribution is made from each video
frame and how these individuals work together to the final video aesthetics.
Thus, we propose a probabilistic model to describe such correlation with


































Figure 5.2: The workflow of a probabilistic model for video aesthetics eval-
uation.
If there is a N -second video v, its average aesthetics quality Q(v) can








where Q(t) denotes the video aesthetics at time t. We sample each video
with an interval of one second, so up to N frames from f1 to fN are ex-
tracted, each of which corresponds to a timestamp ti, i = 1, ..., N . There-







Assume there is a ground truth photo set D, the evaluation of video
aesthetics can thus be formulated as the amount of aesthetics that can be
transferred from this photo set into the video frames. We use Prob(fi|D)
to denote such transfer probability, then video quality at a time instance
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ti is presented as:
Q(ti) = Prob(fi|D).
However, although each video is composed of image frames in a se-
quential order, humans do not perceive the whole video as the same way as
they perceive all its constituent frames [119]. One plausible reason is that
these individual frames contain certain connections to each other so they
do not work independently. This indicates that humans perception on a
single frame, say fi, is influenced by its surrounded frames, which we denote
as f †i . For example, in an extreme case when the whole video repeats the
same contents, we do not perceive the aesthetics of each frame equally. In
stead, our real perceived information gradually reduces along the temporal
dimension and aesthetics is a form of information in the artistic domain.
Thus we introduce a transfer independency factor, denoted as γ(fi|f †i ), to
present how much aesthetics for a single video frame could be remained
and perceived by a viewer. The higher this value is, the more aesthetics
are transferred to the whole video.
Prob(fi|D) = γ(fi|f †i )Q(fi|D).



















Intuitively, the above video quality evaluation contains two terms:
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the transfer independency γ(fi|f †i ) and the individual frame aesthetics
Q(fi|D). The first factor can be quantified by how many visual aesthetic
cues can be transferred, by mimicking the human vision system. In this
work, we adopt the human perception model by Wang et al. [101] in which
the real perception level for a video frame is determined by two sub-factors:
stimulus level and noise level. The stimulus level measures how much sur-
prise a viewer could receive. A bigger surprise triggers more attention to
be paid on, so the aesthetics are perceived much more intensively. The
noise level measures the amount that the external conditions influence hu-
man perception to the current visual contents. Generally, a viewer gains
less information if with a moving background but more with a static back-
ground. The two factors work together to infer the final perception level
over a single video frame as in Eqn. 5.1:











w(xi, yj) · (s(xi, yj)− n(xi, yj)), (5.1)
where p(xi, yj) denotes the perception level for the pixel (xi, yj) in an im-
age of width Nx and height Ny which includes stimulus level s(xi, yj) and
the noises level n(xi, yj). To compute these two factors, we leverage the
moving status within each frame: the local motion from optical flow is used
for stimulus level and camera motion is used to infer the noise level [30].
Symbol w(xi, yj) weights the visual intention at pixel (xi, yj), indicated by
the image salience map [46] where a topographically arranged map rep-
resents the visual saliency of a corresponding visual scene. Specifically,∑Nx
i=1
∑Ny
j=1wij = 1. In this way, higher weights are assigned to human-
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attentive areas.
For the second factor Q(fi|D), we estimate the aesthetics for each
video frame fi from a ground truth database by an existing method [116].
5.3 Multiple Video Summarization
Utilizing the introduced video aesthetics evaluation model, we now inte-
grate the aesthetics factor into our multiple video summarization system.
We briefly review the criteria to evaluate the summary quality as in Sec-
tion 4.3: we expect a summary to have information coverage and consis-
tency. Now we extend these metrics to include another quality factor: A
good summary should not only include informative but also better qual-
ity segments. In this work, we emphasize this aesthetic quality of videos,
which is especially important in the multi-input scenario where the video
qualities vary greatly even for the same scene or location due to factors
such as a photographer’s experience and environmental conditions. Videos
with poor quality degrade the viewer experience and satisfaction. Thus a
summary with an overall higher aesthetic is preferred. Now, denote the
quality of a video v is Q(v), for a skim V ′ with n video segments, the equa-
tion to compute its overall summary score is converted from Eqn. 4.7 to
the following version:
S(V ′) = wI ·
n∑
i=1
I(vi) + wC ·
n−1∑
i=1




subject to wx ≥ 0,
∑
x∈{I,C,Q}
wx = 1. (5.2)
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and we aims to produce a summary under time constraint T with the best
score:
V ′ = arg max
V ′∈V




As described before, in a multi-video scenario, popular objects or
events would likely be frequently captured by different users. For general
videos without additional geographic contexts, we name such salience as vi-
sual scenes and we have to detect them based on their contents. Each scene
consists of several complete segments that are visually similar to each other.
Assume there are K scenes (denoted as C = {Ci}, i = 1, . . . , K) to be found
from a giving list of segment observations V = {v1, . . . , vM}, our goal is to
assign each segment to the scene it belongs to so that the visual distance




vj∈VCi ||vj − µi||
2,
where µi is the mean of the videos in scene Ci.
Here the distance is measured from the visual appearance between ev-
ery two video segments. The visual similarity of two videos v1 and v2 is ac-





The frame similarity is obtained as cosine distance between their visual fea-
tures:
sim(fi, fj) = cos(φfi , φfj) =
φfi · φfj
||φfi || · ||φfj ||
, (5.3)
where φf is the normalized feature vector extracted from frame f . We as-
sign each video segment to its belonging scene according to its similarity
measure with the K-Means algorithm. This way, we find all the visual
scenes with their respective video segments. This preprocessing step re-
sults in several advantages for the overall summarization task. First, it
groups similar video clips together such that the summarization is pro-
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duced at the scene level rather than the original video segment level. As
these video groups represent different scenes, their visual appearance is
sufficiently different from each other so that the redundancy among these
groups is reduced to be much lower than the redundancy among the origi-
nal video segments. Second, the summarization is generated among these
scene-level videos, therefore when a new video is inserted into the system, a
re-computation is avoided unless it is sufficiently different from the existing
scenes. Third, the computational complexity of the summarization task is
greatly reduced since only up to K scene-level videos are considered for the
summarization analysis, instead of the whole video set.
5.3.1 Graph Construction
Based on the generated visual scenes and their respective videos, the aesthetics-
guided multi-video summarization can be formulated as a directed graph
analysis problem. Each graph node o corresponds to a scene, represented
by the video with the best quality in terms of information coverage and
aesthetics, and this quality rating is assigned as the node’s score. A graph
edge eij connects two nodes oi and oj with a weight that equates their
consistency. The node-set O and the edge-set E compose a directed graph
G(O,E). With this formalization, videos along each path in the graph form
a potential video summarization candidate. Denote each graph path as p,
which is consisted of a list of nodes O = 〈o1, o2, ...oN〉, the path score is
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Thus determining the best aesthetics-guided summarization video is equiv-
alent to finding the path in the graph with the maximal path score, subject
to the constraint that the total video time along the path is less or equal





t(oi) < T. (5.5)
Node Construction: Each graph node represents a single scene with
two attributes,the node score S(oi) and the video duration t(oi). The dura-
tion indicates the video length. The node score measures the quality of this
video in terms of both aesthetics and information coverage. The aesthetics
factor is denoted as Q(oi) which is computed using Eqn. 5.1. The informa-
tion coverage indicates whether a video represents an essential scene in all
input videos (inter-coverage) and how well it represents the specific scene
(intra-coverage). For each scene, the more videos from different users cap-
ture it, the higher the inter-coverage score it gains. Assume there are K
visual scenes from all input videos, each of which contains a video set VCi
(i = 1, . . . , K). Then for each video scene Ci, its inter-coverage is computed
as the ratio between the total number of videos which capture this scene




the other hand, intra-coverage measures how well a video can represent the




, where d = ||v − µi|| measures the distance of a video




v∈VCi v, and DCi includes all distances of
the scene videos. Thus the information coverage of each video is calculated
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. From this for-
mulation, the video with the best performance in terms of aesthetics and
information-coverage is selected for each scene node
v∗ = arg max(wQ ·Q(v) + wI · I(v)),
where wQ and wI are two normalizing scale-factors. The resulting score is
assigned to the node S(oi) = wQ ·Q(v∗) + wI · I(v∗).
Edge Construction: Between each node-pair an edge with a score indi-
cates the consistency between their corresponding videos. The consistency
represents whether the transition between two videos is coherent, provid-
ing an enjoyable view. That is to say, it emphasizes the coherency between
the tail portion of the first video and the beginning part of the second.
We evaluate the consistency from a video’s visual appearance. Assume
two videos, v1 with length N1 and v2 with length N2, are joined together
and each frame is assigned a new time index t′i (i = 1, . . . , (N1 + N2)) in
sequential order. Then the consistency of this joined video is evaluated




j=1 G(t′i, t′j) · sim(fi, fj). In this equation,
G(t′i, t′j) measures how much the similarity between frame-pair 〈fi, fj〉 con-
tributes to the consistency. Frames with higher similarity are expected to





2 to weigh the similarity contribution between two frames to the
overall consistency. For example, assume the first and the last frame of
video v1 are the same. Then, when v1 is joined with another video v2, the
visual difference of 〈v1.f irst, v2.f irst〉 contributes less to the consistency
measure than the visual difference of 〈v1.end, v2.f irst〉. Therefore, the edge
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2 · sim(fi, fj). (5.6)
5.3.2 Dynamic Programming Solution
Utilizing the node and edge scores generated above, we construct a directed
graph G(O,E) and search it for the optimal path. To simplify the notation,
we use the function SBP(oi, oj, T ) to denote the score of the best path from
node oi to oj in G(O,E) with path duration less or equal to T . Therefore,
the summarization task computes the path scores among all nodes and
selects the one with the highest score, and Eqn. 5.5 is converted to the
following version:
maximize SBP(oi, oj, T ). (5.7)
So the key goal is to obtain the path score SBP(oi, oj, T ) and we employ
a dynamic programming framework. Assume that we already know the
best summary between oi and oj for any smaller duration t < T , i.e.,
SBP(oi, oj, t), then the function SBP(oi, oj, T ) can be easily divided into a
selection from two sub-parts: SBP(oi, ok, T − t+ t(ok)) and SBP(ok, oj, t)
for all possible t > 0 over all possible intermediate nodes ok. The problem
can be formulated as choosing the intermediate node with the best score
SBP(oi, oj, T ) = max
ok∈O,t<T
SBP(oi, ok, T − t+ t(ok)) + SBP(ok, oj, t),
subject to Opik ∩Opkj = ok. (5.8)
where Opik presents all nodes on path p from oi to ok. Time t is an integral
multiple of an incremental step t0. The function SBP(·) for each node pair
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is initialized to
SBP(oi, oj, t0) =
 S(oi) + S(oj) + S(eij) : oi 6= oj−∞ : otherwise. (5.9)
The workflow of the above dynamic programming framework is illustrated
in Algorithm 5. The time complexity of this algorithm is determined by
three factors: (i) the total number of graph nodes K, (ii) the desirable
summarization length T and (iii) the incremental time step t0. To compute
a T -second summary, we incrementally insert the next optimal node into
the summary in T/t0 steps. In each step, all K
2 node-pairs are candidate
start-end node pairs, and we need to decide the intermediate point from all
other nodes over all possible insert locations. Overall the time complexity
of this algorithm is O(K3(T/t0)
2).
Require: T : Summary duration; O: Graph Nodes, E: Graph Edges.
1: Initialize the score between every node pair using Eqn. 5.9.
2: For each node pair 〈oi, oj〉, assume oi as start node and oj as end node
and compute the best path score between them for length T using
Eqn. 5.8.
3: Select the path with the maximal path score among all node pairs in
Step 2 using Eqn. 5.5.
4: Return all nodes along the optimal path in order.
Algorithm 5: Multi-video Summarization through Dynamic Pro-
gramming.
5.4 Experiments
We evaluate the proposed aesthetics-guided multi-video summarization ac-
cording to two aspects. The first part focuses on the evaluation of photos
and how their aesthetics information can be used in a machine learning
algorithm to classify unlabeled videos. The second part evaluates our
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graph-based model for multi-video summarization. All experiments use
the GeoVid dataset as described in Section 2.2.3.
5.4.1 Aesthetics Evaluation for User Generated Videos
As there exists no other work considering the aesthetics rating of user gen-
erated videos, we conducted a user study to evaluate our framework. 17
people participated in the survey, all of whom know the common concepts
in aesthetics. The user study was conducted with ten comparison sets
termed P1 to P10, each between a pair of video segments (denoted as S1
and S2) . The two segments in each pair were extracted with the same
length from either the same or different videos. For each pair, users were
asked to compare the two segment in terms of the aesthetics quality and
to decide which one is better. They additionally assigned the degree of
their comparison from seven given levels EU ∈ L (L = {S1 is much better/
better/slightly better, neutral, S2 is slightly better/better/much better }).
For example, users assign a level “neutral” when they feel the aesthetics
quality of segment S1 and S2 are equal. Meanwhile, each of these ten pairs
received an evaluation score using our algorithm, by computing the aesthet-
ics score difference between the two segments (EA = Q(S1)−Q(S2)). As
{EU} and {EA} were evaluated with different units, we converted both
evaluation sets into the same numeric scale for consistency, say between
[−α,+α], α > 0, where α corresponds to either max{L} or max{|EA|}. A
positive score means S1 is better than S2 and worse otherwise. So for each
test pair with positive (negative) algorithm score, we expect it to receive
positive (negative) score from users as well. We name such consistency as
“correspondence”.
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To find out such score correspondence, we illustrate the scores as the
bar-clusters in Fig. 5.3. The x-axis represents the test pair ID, the y-axis
shows the comparison scores. From the figure we can see that, for each test
pair, the evaluation scores from users and algorithm always locate at the
same side from the middle point –“neutral” (i.e.,both above or both below).
This indicates all ten comparisons have received correct correspondence and
such correspondence demonstrates our rating algorithm produces reliable
results when comparing the video aesthetics. As a further investigation,
we look into the relation between the two evaluations: when the algorithm
score is higher, which means the algorithm decides the quality difference
of the two videos is bigger, we investigate if more users will assign bigger
difference scores as well. As such difference is irrelevant to the order of the
two-sides in each comparison pair, we look into the absolute values of the
comparison scores which are plotted as the two curves in Fig. 5.3. We find
out that there exists an overall consistency between the trends of the two
curves. For example, the algorithm scores go higher from P3 to P10 (ex-
cept P7), which well correspond to the increasing trend of user evaluations.
However, we also notice few disagreements (P1, P2 and P7). Looking into
these three cases, we find out the two segments in each case here capture
similar object or their surroundings. However, for other seven cases, the
contents present to be much more diverse. A plausible reason for these
disagreements is that people intend to perceive the quality difference if
they have a similar reference and we will investigate these factors in future.
In conclusion, our algorithm results well correspond to the user evalua-
tions when comparing the aesthetics qualities from different user generated
videos. Hence we will incorporate the aesthetics-rating mechanism into the
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final summarization.
S2 is much better (-α)
Neutral  (0)
S1 is much better (+α)





Figure 5.3: Comparison of the evaluation results from both users and our
algorithm over ten pairs in terms of the video aesthetics. The comparison
scores are mapped between [−α,+α]. The scatter points on lines corre-
spond to heights of bars for each pair.
As a further validation, we investigate if our method can distinguish
videos with good aesthetics from poor ones. We compare our method with
two baseline methods. The first method was proposed by Saini et al. [80].
This study is selected as it shares the same objective with our study—
to produce a summary from multiple consumer videos, and it includes a
component to select videos with appealing qualities. The second work [64]
extracts both image-based and video-based features from videos and adopts
SVM for classification. We use a dataset with 160 videos of 15 seconds
duration each, which are grouped into 16 categories. Each video is labeled
as either an aesthetically pleasing or poor video by checking if its assigned
user rating is over a given threshold. These labeled videos are taken as the
ground-truth in our experiments.
Table 5.1: Comparison among three methods in terms of the recision, recall
and F1-Measurement over the whole videoset.
Average ±Standard Deviation
Precision Recall F1-Measure
Our 0.688 ± 0.158 0.573 ± 0.131 0.625 ± 0.136
Saini et al. 0.588 ± 0.132 0.490 ± 0.110 0.534 ± 0.120
Luo et al. 0.625 ± 0.156 0.521 ± 0.130 0.568 ± 0.142
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Figure 5.4: Comparison among three methods (Our, Saini et al. and Luo et
al.) in terms of the recision, recall and F1-Measurement for each video set
using three methods.
For these videos, we assign each a score using all of the above three
methods, rank them according to these scores and divide them into aesthet-
ically good and poor candidates half-and-half. We compute the precision,
recall and F1-measure based on matches between our prediction and the
ground truth for each category of videos and the average results are sum-
marized in Table 5.1. From these statistics we can clearly observe that our
method performs best among these three strategies in terms of all three
metrics. For the average precision, our method performs 17% better than
the method proposed by Saini et al.and 10% better than the method by
Luo et al.. Similarly, our method preforms 17.0% better for both recall and
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F1 than the method by Saini et al.and 10% better for both recall and F1
than the method by Luo et al..
For each set of videos, the precision, recall and F1 values using the
above three methods are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In each of these figures,
the x-axis indicates the ID of the video set and the y-axis indicates the score
of the different metrics. Three bars for each video set correspond to the
above three methods. From these results we find that our method shows a
generally good performance. In most cases, our method achieves a better or
comparable result with the other two methods and often the second method
by Saini performs less satisfactory. A plausible reason is that the second
method evaluates a video by multiplying six proposed metrics, however
it is unclear how such features reflect the underling mechanism on how a
human observer might evaluate a video. For example, it suppresses videos
captured during the evening as it assumes the capture lighting condition is
poor, which is however not always true. We also find that there are a few
cases where our method performs less satisfactory such as cases 10 and 15.
We manually view these videos, and they are mostly events videos. For
example, they capture people dancing. In such people-oriented scenarios,
it is probable that a viewer’s preference is also affected as to whether the
story is interesting. In our current work, we mainly focus on the visual
clues and do not explore the contribution from video semantics, which is
due to limited user tags of our videos and hence the video semantics are
hard to determine. In our future work, we will incorporate some ideas
into our model about the relationship between video semantics and user
preferences such as the work by Wilk et al. [102]. Overall, there still exists
room for improvement in our experimental results. For example, the user
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ratings may also be affected by audio factors. In the future, we will extend
our model to integrate both visual and audio cues. A possible solution is
that we learn the intrinsic emotions for specific categories of videos and





















































Figure 5.5: Average precision, recall and F1-Measurement over the whole
videoset with increasing thresholds.
We also investigated the average precision, recall and F1-measure
across all videos when the thresholds increase, and the results are illustrated
in Fig. 5.5. In each of the sub-figures, the x-axis shows the threshold and
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the y-axis is the value of the metric. The threshold gradually increases from
0.1 to 1, and videos whose scores are above this threshold are predicted to
be positive. As seen in Fig. 5.5(a), the overall precision values gradually
decrease when the thresholds increase using our and Luo et al.’s methods.
The method by Saini et al.works a little unsatisfactorily with more obvious
fluctuations. In Figs. 5.5(b) and 5.5(c), the recall and F1 values smoothly
increase using all three methods. The absolute gradient of the precision is
much slower than that of the recall. In summary, compared with the other
two algorithms, our method achieves a higher score with each threshold
in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure. These observations indicate
that our method performs well in determining the aesthetics of videos but
there exists still space to improve the overall performance.
5.4.2 Aesthetics-Guided Multi-Video Summarization
We divide each video into multiple segments as described in the beginning
of Section 5.2 and generate representative scenes based on segment simi-
larity. We empirically determine the number of clusters, such that up to
K = 2
√
N/2 clusters are produced for N video segments. To evaluate if the
clusters contain representative scenes among the input videos, we compare
our results with an existing method [45] which aims to detect the points-of-
interest (POI) from videos by analyzing the geographic meta-data recorded
in conjunction with the videos, rather than the video content itself. We
apply this method to the same video dataset used in this study and the
following POIs are found: A) Clifford Pier; B) The Fullerton Hotel Singa-
pore; C) Merlion; D) Esplanade; E) The Float; F) Marina Bay Sands The
generated scenes include all the POIs listed above in different scene clus-
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ters, except that videos capturing object C (Merlion) have been classified
to object B (Fullerton). One plausible reason is that the Merlion itself is
a small statue which is located close to the large Fullerton Hotel building,
and in many cases people may intend to capture it together with Fullerton.
So it has been classified to other scenes. Our approach additionally finds
some other POIs that include not only landmark objects (e.g., the Singa-
pore Flyer and an open concert platform along the Marina Bay area) but
also some events (boating in the Singapore river). Moreover, these POIs
may belong to multiple clusters if they are recorded from different visual
perspectives.
To evaluate the summarization results, we compare our method (de-
noted as AMVS ) with two existing solutions. The first (denoted as MMR) [59]
creates multi-video summarizations, however the skims are composed of
keyframes rather than segments. This algorithm was extended from the
text domain by utilizing a similarity comparison among all video frames.
At each iteration, the frame that is most different from the summary but is
the most similar to the unselected frames will be added into the summary.
The second work (denoted as SC ) [33] also constructs a keyframe summary
by looking into each frame’s reconstruction ability based on a sparse-coding
based technique. The difference is that it works for a single video but could
be extended to a multi-video case by assembling all video frames together as
a single sequence. For a fair comparison, we find the segments that contain
each keyframe, and join these segments by keyframe-importance. To deter-
mine the multiple input videos, we adopt the algorithm by Lee et al. [55]
that provides video-trajectory clustering from video meta-data. Therefore,
summaries are produced in each test case.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of three methods SC, MMR and AMVS in terms
of the overall summary score, each subfigure corresponds to one test case.
Fig. 5.6 illustrates the comparison among the above three methods
(SC, MMR and AMVS ) in terms of the overall summarization score. We
generate summaries with lengths from forty to two-hundred seconds, in
twenty second increments. The score of each summary is computed using
Eqn. 5.4. In the graph, the x-axis plots the summary length (in seconds)
while the y-axis shows the normalized summary score. Results for each
method form a curve, distinguished by color and higher scores indicate
better summaries. From the results we observe that our method performs
better than the other two solutions as the curve always locates above the
other two. We also observe that the values on the curve of our algorithm
may occasionally drop, which due to that we produce the summary with a
length that is closest to but less than the user requirement. So it is possible
that the last added segment decreases the overall quality. Such information
is useful if the user does not assign a length requirement but we could still
recommend summaries with satisfactory qualities.
To better understand the results, we compare the essential factors
among the above three methods including the video aesthetics, consistency
and informativeness. Summary aesthetics are averaged over all constituting
segments, A = 1|V ′|
∑
v∈V ′ Q(v), and segment aesthetics Q(v) are computed
using Eqn. 5.1. A higher value means a better preservation of aesthetics
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in the summary. Consistency is computed between every two consecutive
segments, C = 1|V ′|
∑|V ′|−1
i=1 consistency(vi, vi+1), and consistency(vi, vi+1)
is obtained from Eqn. 5.6. A higher consistency implies a better summary.
Similarly, we obtain the informativeness I = 1|V ′|
∑
v∈V ′ I(v). A higher































































































































Figure 5.7: Comparison of individual factors for three methods SC, MMR
and AMVS : (a–c) aesthetics comparison for three test cases. Each col-
umn contains the results for one test case. (d–f) consistency and (g–i)
informativeness.
Fig. 5.7 shows the comparison for all three factors. Each row corre-
sponds to one factor and figures in each column present one test case. The
horizontal axis lists the summary length in seconds and the vertical axis
represents the score (higher values are better). Looking at the first row as
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an example, in each figure every curve stands for one algorithm and our
method (AMVS ) achieves better results than the other two (SC and MMR)
in terms of the overall video aesthetics (red graph). Algorithm MMR per-
forms the second best, especially in the first two cases. As a positive effect,
with an increasing summary length the overall aesthetics of our method
gradually increases and the gap between our and the other two methods
becomes more pronounced. Such a trend demonstrates that our solution
provides quality summaries with pleasing aesthetics. Analogous explana-
tions can also be applied to consistency and informativeness, where the red
curve (i.e., AMVS ) is above the other two in most cases. These figures
indicate that our summarization strategy achieves better performance not
only in the overall summary score but also for the individual factors.
In addition to the above three factors, to extend the comparison, we
further calculate another evaluation metric which is emphasized in the work
of Cong et al. [33]. This factor measures how well the generated summary
can reconstruct the visual content of the original videos. To be more spe-
cific, frames from all input videos V are combined together and each frame
is assigned a reconstruction weight w with their summation equal to one,∑|V |
i=1 wi = 1. We calculate this factor for each summary by an accumu-
lation from all summary frames, R =
∑|V ′|
i=1 wi. A higher reconstruction
value indicates a better summary. The results for three test cases for each
algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 5.8 where we observe that our solution also
generates better results in the first two cases. In the last case, compared
to the second work (SC ), the advantages of our algorithm are not that
obvious, which may be due to the fact that SC works on, and only on, the
optimization of the reconstruction factor.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of three methods SC, MMR and AMVS in terms











Figure 5.9: Comparison among three methods SC, MMR and AMVS in
terms of the final summary score with increasing input sizes.
Since our approach emphasizes the summarization in multi-video sce-
narios, we further analyze the results with different input sizes. Ten sets
of videos are chosen randomly from the video database with increasing
size from three to thirty and the results are illustrated in Fig. 5.9. We
create skims with a duration from forty to two-hundred seconds. Each
bar-cluster in the figures corresponds to one test case, with their heights
indicating the score average and the horizontal axis indicating the number
of input videos. We observe that our algorithm performs best to generate
overall better skims, and this advantage is robust with different input sizes.
Individual factors including aesthetics, consistency, informativeness and re-
construction ability are also compared with results shown in Figs. 5.10(a)
to 5.10(d), from which we can also see that our method reliably achieves
better results.
Figs. 5.11 to 5.13 illustrate a summary example using the above three
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Figure 5.10: Comparison among three methods SC, MMR and AMVS in
terms of (a) aesthetics, (b) consistency, (c) informativeness and (d) recon-
struction with increasing input sizes.
methods. Each summary is about two minutes long with frames extracted
every two seconds. Denote each frame in the ith row and jth column as 〈i, j〉.
From these examples we can see that our summary tends to include the
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Figure 5.11: Frame samples for our algorithm AMVS.
Figure 5.12: Frame samples for algorithm SC.
Figure 5.13: Frame samples for algorithm MMR.
capture target with better quality. For example, a front view of the Marina
Bay Sands Hotel can be found in all three summaries: segment (〈4, 1〉 →
〈4, 10〉) in Fig. 5.11 (AMVS ), segment (〈3, 3〉 → 〈3, 11〉) in Fig. 5.12 (SC )
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and segment (〈4, 3〉 → 〈4, 10〉) in Fig. 5.13 (MMR). Clearly, our selected
segment presents a view with better visibility as well as a more balanced
image composition.
Additionally, the other two methods, especially MMR, include more
frames that are blurry, unclear, or lacking focus. For example, the segment
(〈1, 6〉 → 〈2, 3〉) in Fig. 5.12 is very blurry, and the segment (〈5, 8〉 →
〈5, 12〉) in Fig. 5.13 lacks a clear shooting intention. A plausible reason is
that algorithm SC decides the keyframes according to whether they play an
important role among all the frames from all videos. So this solution implic-
itly increases the importance of videos with longer durations, however, it
ignores that such a video may be of very poor quality. The other algorithm
MMR emphasizes more on the “special” frames as it always assigns frames
that are most-dissimilar to others with higher selection priorities, however,
sometimes such dissimilarity is introduced by occasional outliers. Different
from these, our algorithm avoids such occasional outliers as we leverage the
wisdom of crowd, rather than investigate each video independently.
5.5 Summary
In this work, we build up a system to automatically generate an aesthetics-
guided summarization from multiple user generated videos. A probabilistic
model is proposed to evaluate the aesthetics for each user generated video.
The model well transfers the rich information from some well-know photo
databases to generic unlabeled consumer videos, under a human perception
component indicating the correlation between a video and its constitute
frames. Subjective studies show that our rating results are reliable. The
multi-video summarization is formulated as a graph analysis problem. De-
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sirable summarization criteria are incorporated as the graph attributes and
the problem is solved by a dynamical programming framework. Compar-
isons with the state-of-art methods indicate that our algorithm performs
better in generating a good skimming, which well preserves the essential
scenes from original input videos, conducts a smoothing transition among
the consecutive segments and contains appealing aesthetics.
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With multiple videos, it is another important issue how to explore them
conveniently. In this chapter, we introduce an interactive and dynamic
exploration for geo-referenced videos.
Nowadays people are very familiar with trip planning via such sites
as Google Maps where they designate a start location (e.g., address) and
an end location and the map system creates a short and effective route.
Additionally, users can use Street View to get a visual impression of a lo-
cation.Inspired by this concept, our system implements a similar idea, but
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with major difference of leveraging crowd-sourced user generated videos
to provide the “lifeliness” of a place, rather than static contents such as
Google’s panoramic imagery. Another benefit of consumer videos is they
are potentially much more up-to-date to reflect the latest view of an area,
especially for the popular places. We display the summary video along the
path, trying to preserve as many important sceness as possible. Further-
more, when the video result is playing, the user may further interact with
the system and dynamically change their route according to their own pref-
erences. A conceptual view is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where a video starts
displaying the scenes along the initial path A → C. When the video view
arrives at point B, the user finds something interesting on left side and
changes her travel path to A→ B → D → E → C. System quickly adapts
to the update and returns a new summarization for the unplayed part.
Figure 6.1: Conceptual system overview: the user designates a start point
and a destination and the system determines a video summarization along
the path while dynamically tuning the video results based on user interac-
tions.
The overall architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
For an interactive query, a big challenge is whether a system can return
results with a short response time. This inspired us to divide the system
into two key processing stages: an online query response component and
an oﬄine summarization preparation. In the online system, given the
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Video segmentation 













Figure 6.2: Proposed system architecture.
user’s designated start point and destination, a Query Builder decides a
tour path, based on external road maps. A path may be long and com-
posed of multiple sections, the atomic logical units for which we pre-process
small summarizations. Secondly, for each route, a Summary Scheduler con-
tacts the data management repository and retrieves a profile including (1)
the locations of surrounding landmarks and (2) information of its video
summaries. For sections with more landmarks nearby, especially the ones
with very popular landmarks, we will create a more detailed summariza-
tion accordingly. By analyzing the summary profile, the system retrieves
segments, connects them in a proper order and finally returns them to
the user. The Data Manager maintains an index structure, containing the
profiles for each section in geo-space. The final video is a ordered combina-
tion of all its section summarizations. During the oﬄine processing, Data
Preprocessor maps videos trajectories to routes. For each route section,
we retrieve all its companion video segments and produce a Summariza-
tion using a solution similar to the algorithm in Chapter 3 but could be
easily adapted to other version. A profile is designed to record meta-data
of the summarizations for each section and is further indexed by the data
management center. The highlights of our work are summarized as follows:
• All processes are automatic with light-weighted computation utilizing
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sensor meta-data only.
• An efficient index is built to retain the relationship between the sec-
tions and their corresponding summaries. The average query process
time is around 0.043 seconds per section which provides a good foun-
dation for a real-time query system.
• The system can be incrementally updated so that when new videos
are inserted, the most update to date results will be produced.
Portions of work from this chapter has been published in [112, 115]. In
the rest of this chapter, Sections 6.2 and 6.3 detail the video segmentation
and summarization strategies, separately. Section 6.4 introduces the online
query design. An experimental evaluation is presented in Section 6.5 and
a system prototype in Section 6.6, followed by summary in Section 6.7.
6.2 Video Segmentation
Similar to the idea in Chapter 3, we expect the summary contains as many
important landmarks along the travel route as possible. The difference
is that along a route, there may exist multiple landmarks concurrently. If
we create individual landmark summaries and compose them together, it is
very likely they route can not align to the user preferred route. So we assign
each video frame a score according to how well it captures all surrounded
landmarks, according to which we extract the useful segments.
6.2.1 Landmark Popularity
A set of UGVs are recorded by many individual users and usually people
would like to capture what mostly attract them within the geographically
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surrounded area. If a landmark h located at Lh is captured in more videos,
a higher popularity is assigned: P (h) = |{v|v∈V,Lh∈FOVv ,}||V | . Secondly, the




. So the popularity score poph is proportional
to both factors poph ∝ P (h)×Q(h).
6.2.2 Landmark Completeness
If a landmark is described more integrally in a video clip, this clip is more
informative. Usually, (1) the central an object is captured in a screen or (2)
the nearer the object is captured from the camera location, it’s of larger
possibility for the object to be presented completely. Denote of as the
direction from camera location Lf to landmark position Lh and a visible
distance dh within which the landmark can be observed. For the first factor,






)−1, wh is a weighted factor.






Based on the above, we assign each video frame a score as info(f) =
anginfo(f) × distinfo(f), and take wh = poph. To select a set of video
segments for summarization, we adopt a sliding window based solution by
averaging scores from all containing frames, and a boundary is decided only
when the score falls below a threshold. Such solution reduces the influence
from occasional sensor data noises. To further improve video quality with
less discontinuities, we remove the segments with a duration falling below
an acceptable observable duration and recover a combined segment from
multiple pieces with trivial gaps.
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6.3 Video Summarization
The summarization metrics are similar to the previous chapter but we do
not take consistency into consideration as we arrange the segments along
the route. The quality factor is replaced by their visibility quality, which
is easily measured according to their geographic attributes.
Information Coverage: We measured this factor of a video by how well
it captures a landmark. A landmark is visible from various perspectives,
including angular and distance perspectives. We divide the angular range
and distance between camera and object into multiple ranges and count





Visibility quality: This metric describes how well the surrounding land-
marks are recorded in a video. Objects in the central view [65, 88, 52], or
with nearer distance [84] are usually better than on the boundary, or from
far away. For a video v, its visibility quality is the average informativeness




Finally, the overall scoring function of a summary S ′ is a combination
of these factors S(S ′) = SI(S ′) + SQ(S ′) and the target is converted to:
S ′ = arg maxS′⊆S S(S ′), subject to
∑
s∈S′ time(s) ≤ Thtime
Based on all segment candidates, the optimization problem is solved
by a greedy algorithm:
1. The summary S ′ is initialized with an empty set.
2. Select the segment s = arg max{S(s ∪ S ′)||s ∪ S ′| <= Thtime}.
3. S ′ = S ′ ∪ s. Go to step 2.
Cornuejols et al. [35] proved that such a greedy algorithm has quality at
least e−1
e
times the optimal solution, where e is the base of the natural
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logarithm.
6.4 Online Query Process
After given a start and end point, the system computes a path and returns
a video summarization along the route. The initial path can be realized
using any existing algorithms (e.g., A∗). Our focus is on how a system can
fast and interactively decide which summarization should be scheduled to
capture the most interesting part along the path. With no prior knowledge
of a user’s preference, the initial result may not well satisfy their queries. So
during the video playback, the system can further allow interaction with
the user by providing the functionality to alter the desired path, either
through changes of the path directly by mouse manipulations or by choosing
another destination. A quick adaption to such a dynamic update should
be taken into consideration for the system design. Usually, a travel path
R may be long, composed of multiple lower level units, named sections ri,
R = {ri}, i = 1, . . . , n. An optimal selection should consider all the video
pieces and solve a global optimization problem. However, in maps such
as TIGER /Line [11] or OpenStreetMap [9], each road consists of piece-
wise linear sections and it is unlikely for videos along two sections to share
similar contents due to reasons such as blocked views by buildings. Hence,
we define the summarization on one section (section summarization) as
atomic, primitive unit S ′i. The path summarization is modified to produce
a set of independent sub-summarizations for each section and to assemble
them in order, S ′ = 〈S ′1, S ′2, . . . , S ′n〉.
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6.4.1 Data Structure Design
In a large-scale application with a big video repository and its associated
sensor meta-data, one of the critical issues is how quickly a system can
retrieve the needed information. If it takes a long time to return a result,
the users need to wait and feel dissatisfied. Hence we need to design a data
structure to capture the essential information and to assist with fast video
summarization preparations.
To improve performance, we additionally retain two categories of in-
formation during the off-line summarization for each section. The first is an
overview of its surrounding landmarks which are captured by at least one
video. The other includes the summarization information of multiple video
segments. With different time allocations, multiple versions of summaries
can quickly be scheduled. For example, when a new query arrives and the
path has been computed, the system needs to determine which landmarks
should be included and how many segments should be scheduled to be pre-
sented each in real time. So we build a profile for each section to record
such information with a sample as below:
"id": <Section ID>
"start": <Longitude,Latitude of section start point>
"end": <Longitude,Latitude of section end point>
"videos": <Descriptions for each video segment in summary>
"landmarks": <IDs of covered landmarks>
The description for each video segment contains the following fields:
"id": <A unique ID of the segment in the summary>
"vid": <Video ID>
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Figure 6.3: Index structure overview: the profile of each primitive unit
(section) is indexed by its MBR in an R-tree.
"start time": <Start timestamp>
"end time": <End timestamp>
"previous": <ID of previous video segment in summary>
"landmarks": <IDs for covered landmarks>
The “previous” field indicates the order of multiple segments in a video
summarization. It contains the “id” of the previous video segment. Note
that the values of “id” does not follow a linear increase but just the unique
number to identify the video segment. This ensures that when a new
segment is incrementally included, or an out-of-date segment is replaced,
we just need to insert, or remove, a single entry in the description without
modifying the other parts.
6.4.2 Data Indexing
To manage the profiles of sections, we require an index to store these geo-
characteristics. There exist two suitable categories of spatial data indexing
methods: data-driving structures and space-driven structures [78]. For the
first category, the R-tree is one of the most widely used data structures
for spatial access. It is a dynamic tree derived from the ubiquitous B-tree
and extended to a multi-dimensional space. Each node is represented by
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a boundary rectangle. When executing a query a top-down traversal is
applied from the root to the leaves by checking if the Minimal Bounding
Rectangle (MBR) of the query overlaps with the MBR of a node. Similar
data-driving structures include R+tree, R∗ tree, etc.Methods as such as
Grid Files [70] and Voronoi Diagrams [73] belong to the second category
which consider spatial objects as points or small rectangles and do not fit
well with our FOV model in Section 2.2. Hence we adopt an R-tree based
index and insert the MBR for each section r. Because each section is rep-
resented as a straight line section in our database, the MBR is completely
determined by the start and end points.
The construction of the index is described in Alg. 6. When a new
video segment arrives, the system first maps it to a section map (line 1).
For each mapped section r, a range query is applied. If no record is found,
it means no section summarization has been created. A summarization
accompanied with a profile will be automatically produced and inserted
into the index (lines 10 to 11). Otherwise, a re-computation is executed
and the latest profile is updated accordingly (lines 4 to 9). Note that if two
segments have the same contribution and a similarity score of one, then the
one with latest time-stamp will be selected. This ensures that our system
adapts well to newly inserted videos and the most recent clips are used for
presentation.
If an incremental update to the road map occurs we need to modify the
overall index, but such changes happen with very low frequency. By setting
the load factor in the R-tree index suitably, the tree structure remains the
same when new sections are inserted. For improved scalability with video
databases covering large geo-spaces, multiple indices for sub-spaces can be
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Require: I: R-tree index, s: a newly added video segment, map:
a GIS database including all sections’ location
1: R =map2Road(s,map)
2: for r ∈ R do
3: mbr=getMBR(r)
4: if leafNode=rangeQuery(mbr) then
5: p=getProfile(leafNode)
6: S′ =getSumMeta(p)
7: p =videoSummarization(p, S′, r)
8: I=setProfile(I, leafNode, p)
9: else
10: p =videoSummarization(∅, r)




Algorithm 6: Index construction.
built and processed in parallel.
6.4.3 Online Query Processing
The index is maintained by a data manager and a series of services will be
triggered when new query arrives, as described in Alg. 7. Once start and
destination points are determined, the corresponding path R = {ri}, i =
1, . . . , n is calculated (line 1). For each section r, a range query on the
index is performed in the order from 1 to n and the corresponding profiles
are returned (lines 3 to 8). By analyzing the covered landmarks from
the profiles, the sections surrounded by more popular landmarks will be
allocated with more detailed summarizations (line 9). Finally, the system
will schedule the video segments accordingly for the user to watch (line 10).
We designed a new backtracking range query mechanism to speed up
the node retrieval during query processing. A single path query consists
of multiple sections, each of which corresponds to a range query on the R-
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Require: Ls,Le: locations of query start and end points, I: index, U :
popularity scores for landmarks.
1: R =pathFind(Ls,Le)
2: heap← ∅, P ← ∅, L← ∅
3: for ri ∈ R do
4: qi=getSectionCoordinate(r)
5: (leaf, heap) =backtrackRangeQuery(qi, I, heap)
6: lri ← getLandmark(leaf), L← lri
7: p =getProfile(leaf), P ← p
8: end for
9: {tr} =distributeTime(lri , L, U}
10: display FOV =getFOVs(P, {tr})
Algorithm 7: Online query process.
tree index. These sections have tight continuity due to their geo-proximity
which indicates that several consecutive range queries have a large proba-
bility to be contained in the same MBR of a non-leaf node. A traditional
R-tree range query travels from the root top-to-down until an overlapping
MBR is found or no records remain in the index. Hence we cache a trace
file in main memory of the traversal path for the last query. When a new
query arrives, the check will start from the leaf node in the trace file and
step back to the parent level by level if no match is found, until a parent
node’s MBR has overlap with the current query. Then a traditional range
query is conducted from this node top-to-down until another leaf node is
reached. For example, in Fig. 6.3, A →, . . . , B → C is the trace of the
last query, so if the next query targets leaf D, the process only needs to
step back to B, instead of starting a new search from A. The trace file is
maintained in a heap as in Alg. 8.
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Require: qi: a section query, I: R-tree index, heap:trace file
1: if i == 0 then
2: heap←getRoot(I)




7: if getMBR(node) ==getMBR(qi) then
8: return node;
9: end if
10: flag = false;
11: while !flag do
12: p =getParent(node), C =getChildren(p)




15: leafNode =normalRangeQuery(I, qi)




20: Return leafNode, heap
Algorithm 8: Backtrack range query.
6.5 Experiments
6.5.1 Oﬄine Video Summarization
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework for multi-video
summarization for a desired section or a path composed of multi-sections,
we conducted experiments on our GeoVid dataset described in Section 2.2.3.
Oﬄine Summarization
OpenStreetMap is taken as an external GIS database which includes all
roads’ information. We divided all paths that have videos associated into
totally 96 sections with average path length around 100 meters per section.
The summary is created for each of them. To evaluate our strategy, we
compare our results (DVS) with both the popular K-Means clustering and
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Figure 6.4: Similarity between the ground-truth and each of the three
summarization strategies (DVS, K-Means and Video-MMR) under different
summarization length (in terms of the number of selected keyframe). The
higher the score, the better the strategy.
the Video-MMR solutions [8] for four randomly chosen sections. As both
these two solutions work for only key-frame selection, we uniformly select a
set of frame from segments candidate and take them as our algorithm input.
We only use the video track for analysis as audio in these UGVs usually
come from environmental noises. User-made summaries are collected from
12 people, each of which selects 5 to 10 keyframes from each frame set.
User-selected frames B = bi, i = 1 to |B| are taken and a baseline and
summarization quality is formulated to be the visual similarities with it
Q = 1|B|Σ
|B|
i=1maxf∈S,b∈B sim(f, bi). This method extracts SIFT features
and their descriptors from each video frame, converts them to word of bag
using K-Means clustering and the final similarity is the cosine distance
between their visual word histograms.
Fig. 6.4 illustrates similarity quality scores with different numbers of
selected frames for a randomly selected frame set. The higher the score is,
the better the results are. As more frames are included in the summary,
our methods presents smaller difference with the manually selected results.
Tbl 6.1 presents the scores with same number of selected frames for
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Distance to ground truth
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4
DVS 0.58 0.65 0.64 0.76
KMeans 0.50 0.59 0.74 0.72
V-MMR 0.66 0.65 0.68 0.75
Table 6.1: Similarity between the ground-truth and each of the three sum-
marization strategies (DVS, K-Means and Video-MMR) for four different
video sets.
four randomly chosen sets. We find that our strategy produces a reason-
ably comparable result, 3.7% difference with best of the three solutions on
average. However, it greatly reduces the computation workload as shown
in Tbl 6.5.1. The processing time of our strategy between two frames is 67
times faster than Video-MMR and computation increases intensively when
more frames are included.
Processing Time (sec)
#frames=2 #frames=4 #frames=8 #frames=16
DVS 0.13 0.52 1.37 3.88
KMeans 3.77 18.39 64.01 470.44
V-MMR 9.43 37.88 201.4 1458
Table 6.2: Total processing time comparison (seconds) among three differ-
ent summarization methods (DVS, K-Means and Video-MMR) for different
summarization lengths (in term of total number of selected keyframe).
6.5.2 Online Query
Simulation and Data Setup
To test the performance of our query system, we prepare a simulation
to obtain the average query time and the results when query updates. We
constructed a local MySQL database and stored all the FOV meta-data and
the index tables. All the experiments were conducted on a PC with 2 Quad
Intel R© CoreTM Q9550 2.83 GHz CPUs and 3 GB of RAM running Mircosoft
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Windows XP Professional. A geo-region around 20.42 km× 21.89 km of the
downtown area of Singapore is chosen, which contains 3,705 route sections
with total length 199.57 km. The path finding implementation is from
Marcus Wolschon [12]. For each route section, we randomly generated
at most 50 different video trajectories with average FOV sampling rate
around 5/meter (only the meta-data of longitude and latitude). In total,
94,350 videos with 12.97 million FOVs were produced. There exist totally
30 landmarks in this geo-region and we assigned a random popularity score
for each and allocated a random number of landmarks to each section. The
R-tree index was constructed with the implementation of Greg Douglas [38].
For the R-tree, each parent had at most eight children with a loading factor
of 50%. Both the page size and the buffer size were set to 4,096. The
total construction time for a four-level R-tree based index was around 106
milliseconds.
Performance Results and Discussion
In our performance experiments we measured the processing time T of
queries, which includes three parts. (1) The query build time (T1) includes
finding the nearest query points on the road network and path finding
between the start and the destination. (2) The summary decision time (T2)
denotes the profile retrieval time for all routes on a path and analysis of
the time distribution. (3) The summarization schedule time (T3) represents
time to compute the allocated video segments for each route section.
We randomly generated a pair of start and end points as an initial
query and took its path as baseline (98 route sections, 4.7 km). Then we
gradually increased the size of the query region by decreasing/increasing
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Figure 6.5: Online processing time analysis.
the min/max point of the base path with step 0.0001 degrees (110 m). Ten
queries are selected to illustrate the experiments and the comparison of
their path length is presented in Fig. 6.5(a), both in the number of sections
and the distance in meters. Each bar-cluster corresponds to one query, the
x-axis is the query ID and the values of the y-axis are fractional values
between the length of a query and the largest one, e.g., 0.8 means the path
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Table 6.3: Time components in the whole simulation.
length is 0.8 times the 10th query. In the simulation, we randomly allocated
at most five landmarks for each section as we observed that a single section
is relevant to few local attractions. The three components in the whole
processing time are illustrated in Fig. 6.5(b), with the y-axis representing
the fractional value between each time component and the total service
time, Ti∑3
i=1 Ti
, i = 1, . . . , 3. As seen from the figure, the major service time
for each query is spent on path finding. T3 is generally steady due to the
fact that the summary scheduler selects the most essential sections, so the
overall IO time to read the profiles will not be significant. Fig 6.5(c) shows
the increasing trend of T2 for six queries, with total section number from
5 to 30. The time is linearly increasing as more sections are included.
However, usually a meaningful tour path is within a limited geo-region, so
it is less possible for hundreds of sections to be taken in, leading the overall
query time to remain at a level of second. This time can be reduced by
storing multiple R-tree nodes in a single access page in our future work.
Processing time for each component are listed in Tbl 6.3. The average
processing time is a fraction of seconds which is a good foundation for
real-time and interactive queries.
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Figure 6.6: A sample screen-shot of the system.
6.6 Demo System
Our demonstration system provides the user with the experience of a UGV
summarization along a desired query route. Initially, an efficient path is
automatically calculated given a pair of endpoints. The route can then be
dynamically manipulated to accommodate any desired changes by inter-
actively dragging the route on the map. Fig. 6.6 shows the system’s user
interface with three main parts: a video canvas (left), a map canvas (mid-
dle) and a direction panel (right). On the video canvas, some additional
options are provided for users to personalize their query results (see the red
dashed rectangle). The first option allows a choice of the result summariza-
tion length where a long summary usually takes 6-7 minutes; medium and
short ones are 80% and 50% of this time, respectively. The other option is
to choose the daylight condition. For example, if a user specifies day then
the system will return a summarization where each segment was recorded
during day time. The twilight and night alternatives work correspondingly.
By default, we set the condition to mixed, so the returned video clips were
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possibly recorded under various lighting conditions.
To plan a trip, a user provides a start point and destination by either
clicking on the map directly or by entering addresses into text boxes, if
they are unfamiliar with the queried region. Textual addresses are reverse
geo-coded to obtain coordinates of longitude and latitude. Next, an op-
timal path between two locations is calculated through the Google Maps
API [7], given the chosen navigation mode, e.g., a car-driving path or a
walking path. Once the initial route is computed, a background process is
called to retrieve the video summarizations along the route and the basic
information of each returned video clip is listed below the media player on
the video canvas. The listed clips are already sorted and the ones belonging
to consecutive route sections are arranged together. The video clips auto-
matically start playing from the top. We make use of Flowplayer [4] for
video playback, an open source flash media player. The system is designed
to be interactive and work incrementally. For example, a user can click
on any video clip in the list. Furthermore, during playback of the video
summarization, a user can dynamically drag the current route on the map
to different streets according to their own preferences, or click on the start
point or destination and drag them to new locations. The video summary
will then be dynamically updated.
6.7 Summary
We propose an interactive system to fast retrieve a video answer for a
desired tour path in real-time. The system can quickly satisfy query update
to produce personalized and satisfied results, as well as an elegant adaption




Recommendation for Objects in
Geo-Space
7.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a framework to recommend camera shooting lo-
cations for landmarks in geo-space from external community contributed
photo repository. Prospective tourists can benefit from such recommen-
dations by gaining a overall visual impression before visiting a landmark
of interest. The results will also be useful in landmark video summariza-
tion by suggesting wether video segments captured from certain locations
should be preferentially selected.
There exist a number of studies that have attempted to understand
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tourist interests by leveraging such photo galleries. A popular approach is
to return an image list as a result of a user query through either a text
(e.g., a landmark name) or a visual sample by similarity measurement.
Some other methods extract representative photos of a queried object and
present them with a user-friendly interface. All these techniques focus on
which information can be retried from existing photo databases. However,
they neglect an essential question: how does one obtain such information?
For example, should a nice snapshot be taken. In this work, our goal is
to provide guidance to prospective visitors on where they may capture
attractive landmark photos. Specifically, we recommend to visitors poten-
tially good camera locations where they may be able to capture appealing
landmark photos by themselves.
Several recent approaches have attempted to achieve similar goals by
suggesting camera parameters, e.g., rotation, vertical or horizontal shift, to
users. However, this only works for slight and local adjustments within a
continuous view from the current photographer’s position, i.e., an optimal
sub-view from a view sequence at a fixed, given camera point. To the best
of our knowledge, our method is the first to indicate potentially good cam-
era locations for a landmark from a wide-area perspective. Additionally,
our recommendations are performed not only in the spatial but also in the
temporal domain, because for some landmarks certain time instances or
durations are more likely to yield attractive landmark appearances, e.g.,
at night-time for a building that has an elaborately lighted facade. For the
remaining parts of this study we use the term camera location to indicate
the general concept, but we may alternately use camera spot when empha-
sizing the spatio-temporal characteristics for both location and time. In
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our initial study the recommendations for landmark camera positions are
based on the crowd-sourcing information of Flickr. However, other soucres
could also be used.
Camera Locations 
Clustering for Landmark
Photo Aesthetic Quality 
Measurement 
Relevance Filtering


















A GMM based model
















Figure 7.1: Proposed system architecture.
The overall system architecture is presented in Fig. 7.1, with two main
sub-components. Given a landmark name, our method initially maps a
landmark name to its geo-coordinates using the GeoNames (www.geonames.org)
gazetteer service. In the data preparation stage, photos are automatically
crawled given the landmark positions and names using the Flickr API. For
each photo, its images, attached meta-data (GPS location, time-stamp,
user ID, etc.), user tags, and other information (e.g., photo statistics) are
retrieved. This crowd-sourced information provides the foundation for our
method. Due to the semantic gap between the contextual information and
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the object itself, (i.e., the landmark in our case), the retrieved photos rep-
resent various aspects and some of them may be irrelevant to the visual
appearance of the landmark. Therefore, a tag based filter is applied to re-
duce noise and obtain a remaining set of photos that are highly landmark-
relevant. We are especially interested in the ones that capture landmark
external appearances, rather than the ones recording surrounding events
or nearby people. To measure the quality of the location for its poten-
tial to serve as a base for an attractive landmark photo capture, a crucial
indication is derived from existing photos’ quality around this place. A
recommended camera spot should be able to provide high aesthetics, e.g.,
picture composition, color distribution, etc. Hence we also incorporate a
photo-quality measurement and obtain a classifier through Adaboost-based
machine learning as well as several visual features to effectively distinguish
aesthetics, supported by a ground-truth photoset from DPChallenge [3].
The second stage selects a list of locations or time-durations from
where it is possible to capture attractive landmark photos. We observed
that a good view location usually attracts crowds of visitors, however such
popularity decreases gradually as the distance increases from the center. A
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is adopted to fit such a distribution pat-
tern and divide photo locations into multiple partitions, either in the spatial
(2D) or spatio-temporal (3D) domains. Each partition is a camera location
candidate and we recommend the top k after measuring their potential to
support a good landmark picture capture. The ranking mechanism mea-
sures the camera locations’ overall quality by judging the quality of all the
photos contained in the set. The measurement criteria include the photo
aesthetics quality, the social attractiveness from photo viewing statistics,
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the overall popularity, the popularity consistency and the density distribu-
tion in both spatial and temporal dimensions. The final recommendation
selects the top camera locations in the score lists, e.g., the best camera
positions in 2D, best visiting positions around a given time instance or the
best visiting time at a give camera position (3D). The overall contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a solution based on a Gaussian Mixture Model to par-
tition camera locations into multiple regions. Experimental results
indicate that most of these regions nicely outline the spatial charac-
teristics of the surrounding areas of a landmark, e.g., a route section
or a small square. Such characteristics endows the clustering results
with sufficient “semantics,” which would be useful in many applica-
tions such as photo-indexing and exploration.
2. Camera location quality scoring is performed from the measurement
of photos contained in a set, incorporating photo aesthetic factors,
social attractiveness from viewing statistics, overall popularity, pop-
ularity consistency, spatial and temporal density. We successfully
obtain an Adaboost based classifier to effectively and efficiently dis-
tinguish photos with appealing aesthetics from less-attractive ones,
using a combination of three visual features and training with a real
photo set. The overall error rate is approximately 22%, which is
promising as we consider photos of any category and such features
are providing a good foundation for general applications.
3. We further investigate the temporal dimensions of the photo set and
conduct various recommendations, e.g., best camera locations at a
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queried time period and optimal visiting time around a camera loca-
tion.
4. A set of user studies are conducted and the experimental results imply
that our framework can suggest good camera locations for a given
landmark.
The work from this chapter has been published in [116]. In the remain-
ing parts of this chapter, Section 7.2 elaborates on landmark-relevance
filtering and Section 7.3 details the photo aesthetic quality measurements.
Section 7.4 introduces the camera location clustering and ranking. An ex-
perimental evaluation is presented in Section 7.5 and summary are drawn
in Section 7.7.
7.2 Relevance Filter for Landmark Photos
Photo retrieval by landmark names can be noisy, owing to context ambi-
guities. A single tag could indicate multiple intentions and a tag list may
present multiple facets of an object (this is sometimes also referred to as
the intention gap). For instance, the landmark name may indicate that
the photo captures the landmark itself, or events that happened nearby, or
people walking around, or a number of other intentions. As the final goal
of our work is to recommend potentially good camera locations to capture
the landmark, it is essential and necessary to perform image filtering. Only
photos that are highly related to the landmark itself, especially its exte-
rior appearance will be retained for further processing. In our method, such
landmark-relevance of each photo is determined by all attached user-labeled
tags. One advantage of a context-based approach is its light-weight com-
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Figure 7.2: Tags: (left) MBS, (middle) Singapore MBS, Marina, (right)
Beer, Boatquay, Cars, F1, Formula 1, MBS, Singapore.
putational complexity and hence user-generated tags may partially bridge
the gap between the content and its semantics.
The key idea of tag filtering relies on the observation that photos cap-
tured close to each other tend to have similar visual contents together with
similar tags. Hence, tags occurring frequently among a set of spatially ad-
jacent photos are more representative. Consider the three examples, all of
the Marina Bay Sands (MBS) hotel complex, in Fig. 7.2. Tags of the right-
most photo describe more a short-term event (F1, Formula 1) and personal
activities (Beer, Boatquay, Cars) than the building itself (MBS, Singapore).
So the tags with frequent occurrence indicate a stronger relationship to the
landmark.
K-Means clustering is first applied to divide the locations of landmark
photos into k groups G1, . . . , Gk with tag sets X1, . . . , Xk. Tags in each
group are analyzed and ranked by their occurrence frequency. For each tag
x, three attributes are calculated: the inner frequency counting the total oc-
currences among the cluster: fin(x) = count(x,Xi)/|Xi| (where count(a,A)
counts the total occurrences of element a in set A), the external frequency of





nx, the total number of distinct users using the tag x. The tag landmark-
relevance is determined by these three factors under a TF-IDF combination,
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similar to the work by Ahern [17]. However our filter narrows the scope to
within a single landmark: r(x) = fin(x)· 1fex(x) ·nx. For a photo with multiple
tags, its landmark-relevance depends on the summation of the individual
tag relevances: r(p) =
∑m
i=1{rxi}. The relevance threshold is selected to
balance the precision and recall as will be illustrated by the experiments
in Section 7.5.2.
7.3 Photo Aesthetic Quality Measurement
A camera location is closely related to the quality of the photos that have
been taken nearby. With a higher percentage of high quality photos cap-
tured in the area, the location should have a greater opportunity to be
recommended. We first investigate which visual aspects may determine a
photo’s quality by checking if some common features exist in highly rated
images. Unlike existing studies that target images within a single cate-
gory, e.g., landscapes or beaches with sunrises – where visual patterns are
straightforward such as the sun and the sea are usually separately by sky,
or the blue sky appears above the green grass – we would like to allow im-
ages to be of any category. Hence we exploit a machine learning approach
to explore the features that could be commonly utilized. A photo set with
sufficient real user ratings is leveraged as the training data. Multiple in-
trinsic features such as color and texture are investigated and we describe
our approach in the next paragraphs.
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7.3.1 Color Features
We extract a color histogram to investigate the color distribution of photos
with high or low ratings in either RGB or HSV color space. The histogram
of each channel under each color space is calculated by partitioning each
channel into 16 bins. For each image, this feature is finally characterized
by a 48-dimensional vector.
To describe other color features we also extract the Color Moment [91],
which is widely used in image classification and content based image re-
trievals. We choose three central moments of an image’s color distribution:
the mean, the standard deviation and the skewness. Hence, each image is
presented by nine moments total with three moments for each color chan-
nel.
7.3.2 Texture Features
To model the texture characteristics, we adopt a well-known feature – his-
togram of oriented gradients (HOG) [36] – by counting the occurrences of
gradient orientations in localized portions of an image. HOG is widely used
in computer vision and image processing for the main purpose of object de-
tection. A grayscale image is divided into four by four sub-regions, from
each of which a local histogram of eight gradient directions over all pixels
is counted. Finally we arrive at a 128-dimensional HOG feature vector.
We also adopt the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [72] for texture mod-
elling. LBP has been found to be a powerful feature for texture classifi-
cation by encoding the neighboring eight pixels with respect to the pixel
value at each location. Additionally, LBP improves detection if combined
with HOG in some cases [99]. For each image, a 256-dimensional vector is
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extracted to represent LBP.
7.3.3 Spatial Distribution Features
Spatial organization indicates the relationship among all objects in an im-
age and a balanced spatial organization over the whole picture plays an
essential role in highly rated photos. We propose two features to represent
such spatial distributions.
First we analyze edge distributions using Difference of Gaussian (DOG).
Two Gaussian filters with σ1 = 5 and σ2 = 2 are applied to the monochrome
image and pixels with positive values from the difference between these two
Gaussian filters are detected as edges. The spatial distribution is charac-
terized by partitioning the image into 4 × 4 subregions and counting the
total number of pixels related to the edges.
Second we extract a salience map [46], a topographically arranged map
representing the visual saliency of a corresponding visual scene. The most
salient location in a visual scene would be a good candidate for attention
selection. In our studies, we prefer that photos taken at a recommended
camera location include the landmark in its salient regions. A salience
map is extracted from each monochrome photo. Dividing the photo into
4× 4 subregions, we count the total number of pixels whose salience values
consist of the top 25% and reshape them into a 16-dimensional vector.
7.3.4 Feature Classification
We finally imported the above features into both SVM and Adaboost based
classifiers. The features and classifier parameters were selected to achieve
good classification results, with detailed procedures and outputs presented
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in the experiments Section 7.5.3. In the next step the photo aesthetics
results are used to obtain camera location recommendations.
7.4 Camera Location Recommendation
7.4.1 GMM-based Camera Location Clustering
A good camera location attracts additional photos to be captured in the
area, however such popularity decreases gradually as the distance increases
from the cluster center. This property suggests to describe the landmark
camera location distribution with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Each
Gaussian component represents the distribution of one camera location
candidate.
(a) 2D (b) 3D
Figure 7.3: Illustration of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based camera
spot clustering in 2D and 3D.
We denote a location with L = (lng, lat). For a landmark we assume
that there exist a total of K camera locations within its visibility area G,
which can be derived from the size of each landmark [112]. Then the spatial




wk · N (L|k),
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where N (x|k) is the density under the kth Gaussian component and wi is
the prior probability of the kth component with
∑K
i=1wi = 1, 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1.
N follows the distribution of a single Gaussian model:




(L − µk)TΣ−1k (L − µk),
where µk and Σk denote the mean and covariance matrix of k
th component
and d represents the data dimension. To fit a dataset containing N photos
into a GMM distribution, we use the EM algorithm to determine all the
parameters µk, Σk and wk, k = 1, . . . , K. In the E-step, the probability
whether a sample belongs to the kth Gaussian component is decided. The
class assignment probability is calculated as below:



























These steps are repeated until they converge and at mostK camera location
candidates are obtained. The clustered components, if sufficient samples
exist, have the potential to define an outline of the spatial characteristics
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within an area, such as a route segment nearby a landmark. This bestows
the clustering with meaningful semantics.
7.4.2 Camera Location Recommendation
In order to assess the quality of each detected camera area, we propose the
following six criteria S1, . . . ,S6:
• Photo quality (S1): The higher the aesthetics of a set of spatially
nearby photos, the higher the probability that the area where these
photos were taken is a promising place, i.e., S1 = 1N ′
∑N ′
i=1 q(pi),
where q(p) is the aesthetic quality according to Section 7.3 and N ′ is
the number of photos belonged to this camera area.
• Total area popularity (S2): In general, a better camera location
attracts more photo snapping visitors and such popularity gradually
accumulates over time. The combined individual appearances of all
photos form a global impression of the landmark, especially for some
classic locations. As a single person may take multiple photos, we use
an entropy based summation to reduce such impact. For the unique
user set U assume that each user uj has taken mj photos. The photo
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• Area popularity consistency (S3): A good view location should
attain a steady popularity over time. We use the standard derivation
of the times when the photos were taken to measure such consis-
tency. The larger the value, the higher the variability, hence S3 =√∑N ′
i=1(ti − t0)2, where t0 = 1N ′
∑N ′
i=1(ti).
• Photo spatial density (S4): Different view locations have different
spatial coverage. Camera locations that are far from a landmark
usually occupy a larger spatial coverage area than the ones closely
surrounding the landmark. A plausible reason is that the landmark
usually is proportionally smaller in a scene if captured far away, so
two photos could still be similarly-looking even though they are geo-
spatially apart from each other. However the picture focus may be
completely different if they are taken at the same distance but from
different directions. So we measure the average number of photos
over their spatial distribution. Denote G(S) as the spatial coverage
for a spot S, then a higher photo density indicates a more promising
place: S4 = N ′/G(S).
• Photo temporal density (S5): In any recommendation system, it
is essential to consider “cold starts.” In other words, the location
quality should not entirely depend on the total popularity, otherwise
it may miss newly-emerging areas. If a location has the potential for
an appealing landmark view, it would gain popularity much quicker
in the temporal dimension. So we investigate the photo density over
time, S5 = N ′/(max(t)−min(t)), where t is the photo capture time.
Higher values indicate better locations. This way we capture newly
emerging, but promising regions.
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• Social attractiveness (S6): Community-contributed resources are
often collected on an open and free platform which connects media
objects and people. Major photo-sharing websites record audience
activities with regard to a media object, including a total count of
views, a total count of favors, comments, ratings, etc. All these statis-
tics are valuable sources to indicate the public affection of an object.
Social attractiveness is a subjective assessment that indicates how a
photo is liked by others [54, 108]. For a single photo, statistics are
calculated as a = (wv · |view| + wf · |favor|) · t, where |view| and
|favor| denote the total count of views and favors, t is an indica-
tor for statistical confidence from post duration with normalization.
Both |view| and |favor| are cumulative factors and the longer the
posted duration t, the higher confidence these statistics contribute to
the photo’s subjective quality. Not all the landmark photos have suf-
ficient statistics to indicate their quality due to various reasons such
as photo access restrictions. From our observation, only 4% have
more than 5 favors and 17.4% have more than 100 views. To remove
low-level noise, we only incorporate the photos that have more than
50 views, S6 =
∑
pi∈P ai.
After obtaining scores for all criteria, we linearly combine them to




wi · Si, (7.-6)
where wi represents the weight to adjust the contribution of each criterion
to the overall score. The photo quality is additionally related to visibility,
i.e., whether the landmark can be captured without visual blocking. Some
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existing work [84] has indicated the possibility to derive such information
using complicated geometrical computations, which need support from 3D
maps but are beyond the scope of this study. In the future, we will explore
more of such factors.
7.4.3 Spatio-temporal Camera Spot Recommendations
The discussion up to now has concentrated on the spatial relationship be-
tween the camera and landmark locations. However, in many cases, land-
marks might be more appealing during certain time periods. For example,
a building having an elaborately lighted facade, while interesting during
day-time, may be most appealing during the night. Another landmark
with beautiful landscaping would be better captured under good lighting
conditions so that the picture can include surroundings for a better visual
appearance. These scenarios have inspired us to incorporate an additional
factor, time, into the solution. In this section, we investigate camera spots
with different spatio-temporal features and present their semantics. The
time scope is initially set within a single day, but this temporal scale is
adjustable (e.g., a month, a year) to generate various semantics.
Going forward, each photo has three attributes: latitude, longitude
and timestamp. The timestamp should be converted to the time zone
in which the landmark is located. GMM is applied to these 3D points,
dividing the spatio-temporal space into multiple partitions. We employed
a direct 3D clustering instead of further dividing the previous 2D clustering
results due to two reasons. First, 3D clustering avoids having to set the
same number of sub-clusters of previously generated clusters with different
time spreads so it can better model the time continuity. Second, it avoids
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partitioning the data into groups with too few samples. Hence, photos that
are both spatially and temporally close will be assigned together. For each
generated camera spot (a GMM component), its recommendation score is
measured by averaging qualities over all containing photos as in Eqn. 7.4.2.
Next, we introduce several terms that will be used in this section:
Spatial coverage: For a camera spot S, its spatial coverage G(S) is
the main projection area of the Gaussian component to the spatial surface
(i.e., lng-lat dimensions). A regular Gaussian distribution covers the whole
domain of definition with the highest density at the center and a gradual
decrease as deviating from the core. To simplify the problem, we reduce the
target spatial projection to be the area containing over 85% of its elements,
which can be regarded as a confidence interval.
Spatial neighbors are defined as the camera spots whose spatial
coverage have sufficient overlap, G(Si) ∩G(Sj) > Ths.
Temporal burst: A component S is a temporal burst if it has
spatial neighbors and its quality outperforms all others, i.e., ∀j 6= i ∈
Gτ (i),S(Si) > S(Sj), where Gτ (i) contains all spatial neighborhoods of
component Si.
Temporal coverage is denoted as T(Si), which is the Gaussian
component’s projection over time dimension.
Temporal neighbors share sufficient overlap of their temporal cov-
erages as T(Si) ∩ T(Sj) > Tht.
Spatial burst: A component S is a spatial burst if it has temporal
neighbors and its quality outperforms all others, i.e., ∀j 6= i ∈ Tτ (i),S(Si) >
S(Sj), where Tτ (i) contains all temporal neighborhoods of component Si.
Our goal is to find all spatial and temporal bursts for a queried land-
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mark as outlined in Algorithm 9. Initially a flag is set to true for each
camera spot candidate (Line 2). For each candidate S with a true flag, all
its neighbors (either spatial or temporal ones, Line 7) are collected. Next,
they are ranked according to their quality scores and only the top one is
labeled as a burst (Line 8). All others are flagged false to avoid checking
in the future (Lines 9-11). Various types of applications can benefit from
this, e.g., to suggest the best photography time or location for a single
landmark according to personalized requirements. It can also be helpful
for trip planning among multiple landmarks, e.g., when deciding a visiting
order among these destinations in the temporal dimension as well as an
optimal viewing location for each of them during the assigned time period.
Require: {S}: camera location candidates.
1: B = ∅: burst.
2: {flag1, f lag2, ..., f lagn}: burst flag for each S, initally true
3: for Si ∈ {S} do




8: Sk= getTop (getSCORE(Gτ (i)))
9: for Si ∈ Gτ (i),Si 6= Sk do
10: flagi = false
11: end for
12: Si → B
13: end for
14: Return B
Algorithm 9: Find temporal (spatial) bursts for a landmark.
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7.5 Experiments
7.5.1 Data Setup
We crawled 52,264 photos from Flickr of 15 landmarks from 6 countries
including the United States (Statue of Liberty, Washington Monument,
Lincoln Memorial, Japantown, Coittower), France (Notre Dame Cathe-
dral, Arc de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower), Singapore (Marina Bay Sands, Sin-
gapore Flyer, Merlion, Esplanade), Australia (Sydney Opera House), Japan
(Tokyo Tower) and Italy (Colosseum). The photos are retrieved by their
names and location constraints (within a circle centered at the landmark
position and 3 kilometer radius). The queried landmark names are enriched
from the knowledge on Wikipediawhich provides popular alternate names
if possible. E.g., the Notre Dame Cathedral is enriched with Notre Dame
de Paris and Notre Dame. The landmark geo-coordinates are obtained
from GeoNames. A few gray images are removed as we need to extract
color features later. The metadata attached to each photo is also retained,
including timestamp, user id, latitude and longitude, etc.
7.5.2 Image Filtering
For each landmark, tag based filtering is applied to retain landmark-relevant
photos. K-means clustering is used initially over all photo geo-coordinates.
In our experiments we used k = 10, however this is adjustable to achieve
best results. Tag ranking is conducted for each cluster, where the tags
attached to all photos within a cluster compose one “internal” set and tags
among all other k − 1 clusters constitute another “external” set. Both in-
ternal frequency, external frequency and the total count of unique users are
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Figure 7.4: Evaluation of the image filter results, the x-axis is the selection
rate and the y-axis is the score.
computed. So for each photo, its relevance score is a summation over all
its tags. Photos within the top m percentage of the score lists are selected
as landmark-relevant, which was the input for the next step. We manually
labeled photos over several landmarks and the experimental results are il-
lustrated in Fig. 7.4. We choose the intersection point between recall and
precision (85%) to filter irrelevant images. We also investigated if the total
number of tags would effect the filter results and we found that, in our
case, this factor did not help much to improve the performance.
7.5.3 Image Quality Measurement
Ground Truth Dataset
Table 7.1: Classification error rates (%) of eight individual image features.
Classifier Gentle Real Modest SVM SVM SVM
Adaboost Adaboost Adaboost (linear) RBF (tuning)
HSV-h 37.806 37.398 36.935 49.169 50 38.123
RGB-h 38.515 38.545 38.458 47.173 49.984 38.442
HSV-m 38.309 38.731 38.836 50.351 49.904 35.441
RGB-m 41.159 40.770 42.511 49.873 49.904 38.634
HOG 38.165 38.553 37.698 49.458 44.264 33.780
LBP 23.667 24.046 24.369 49.936 49.904 25.891
DOG 43.986 44.076 43.108 49.904 49.904 40.294
Salience 46.495 46.588 45.696 49.618 49.904 46.360
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We accessed an open photo set [3] including 16,509 images and their
meta-data (image ID, total number of ratings, rating values). Each of the
images had at least 100 ratings from a public audience ranging from 1 to
10. To distinguish between images with good or plain aesthetic quality,
we sorted the images by their mean rating and selected the top 10% and
bottom 10% images as aesthetics learning input.
Feature Selection and Classifier Training
To find proper features to distinguish images with good versus plain aes-
thetic quality, we tested eight individual features: HSV histogram (HSV-
h), RGB histogram (RGB-h), HSV color moments ((HSV-m), RGB color
moments (RGB-m), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Difference
of Gaussian (DOG), Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Salience Map. Each
image was first resized to 500 by 333 pixels. Both Adaboost and SVM based
classifiers were applied to the image set and the overall classification error
rates are illustrated in Tbl 7.1. The smaller the value the better the feature
performs. From the statistics we found that salience map and DOG per-
form the worst with approximately a half correct classification rate. Color
features rank second with histograms performing slightly better than the
color moments. Feature LPB performs the best.
For the classifiers, Adaboost performs better than the SVMs so we
further used three Adaboost classifiers to train the data of combination
features from the top features. The classification error rates in percentage
with three combinations are presented in Tbl 7.2. The best results achieved
an error rate of 22.54% with the combination of LBP, HOG and HSV color
moments, using the Real Adaboost classifier. Though slightly lower than
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Figure 7.5: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of photo quality per-
centage.
a few other state-of-art outcomes, our results are reasonable as other work
considered a special set of images, e.g., a natural landscape image set, while
our dataset contains various contents categories.
Table 7.2: Classification error rates (%) of feature combos.
Classifier LBP, HSV- LBP,HSV- LBP, HoG, HSV-
-h -M -h
Modest Adaboost 23.557 23.516 23.091
Real Adaboost 23.735 23.003 22.543
Gentle Adaboost 23.676 24.162 22.891
Quality Measurement on Flickr Dataset
We selected both the features and the classifier from the experiments above
and applied them on our dataset. The image quality is generated as a
probability between 0 (low) and 1 (high). The cumulative distribution of
the total percentage of photos as the maximal score increased is illustrated
in Fig. 7.5. The distribution implies that the image quality is spread over
the whole range which is reasonable as Flickr images are usually from the
public with diverse photography skills.
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7.5.4 Viewing Statistics
The viewing statistics for each public Flickr photo are available and we
collected both the number of total viewings and the number of favors for
each photo in our dataset. Tbl 7.3 presents the Flickr photos’ distribution
under different viewing statistic ranges from which we can see that the
total number of favors is quite small with a majority having no favors
(83.47% = 33, 971/40, 699). These statistics are taken as one of the metrics
for location quality.
Table 7.3: Viewing statistics (number of total views and favors) for Flickr
photos.
# of Views # of Photos # of Favors # of Photos
=1 6,777 =0 33,971
1-10 11,531 1 5,200
10-50 15,310 5 659
50-100 5,808 10 440
100-500 715 20 283
500-1k 465 20-100 141
1k-5k 52 100-1,000 5
>=5,000 41 >=1,000 0
7.5.5 Camera Shooting Location Recommendations
Recommendations in Spatial Space
K-Means clustering was applied to initialize the center position and covari-
ance matrix of Gaussian components, reducing the iterations. The number
of components was set to ten, which is adjustable to achieve different parti-
tion granularities. We may obtain at most 10 Gaussian clusters, depending
on the data distribution. Each photo is assigned to the cluster with the
maximum posterior probability for observation, weighted by the compo-
nent probabilities. Figs. 7.6 (a) and (b) presents the Gaussian component
distribution for MBS and Singapore Flyer, respectively. The Gaussian com-
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(a) Marina Bay Sands (MBS)
(b) Singapore Flyer
Figure 7.6: An overall distribution of Gaussian components for (a) MBS
and (b) Singapore Flyer.
ponent plot is on top of a map with landmarks indicated by a green star.
Gaussian components are outlined by ellipses, whose positions and sizes
are determined by Gaussian center and covariance matrixes, and different
components are distinguished by color. Note that the real distribution
would cover the whole space and each ellipse is only the area covering the
sample majority. From the results we found that some of these components
well outline the shapes of their nearby routes. For example, components 6
and 9 in Fig. 7.6(a) shape the Esplanade Bridge and Art Science Museum,
separately. Components 10 and 1 in Fig. 7.6(b) occupy Raﬄes Avenue and
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the Flyer Pte building. It is observed that some components contain a
few noisy samples which failed to be filtered and we will investigate such
scenarios in the future. As these two landmarks are located in the same
area, we found that they partially share some components, however with
different components sizes. E.g., component 4 of the Flyer is dividing com-
ponents 6 and 10 of MBS. A plausible explanation is that the landmark
sizes are different. The Flyer, as a relatively smaller object compared to
MBS, if captured from a long distance, differs in appearance in a photo
not much from a big object like MBS which leads the two components of
MBS to merge. We measured the location quality using Eqn. 7.4.2. The
camera location score is the average score over all its containing photos.
The higher the component quality, the higher a rank that photo is assigned.
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Figure 7.7: Sample photos for (a) MBS and (b) Singapore Flyer.
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To visually illustrate the locations, we selected sample photos from
each camera location (GMM component) in Fig. 7.7, labeled from 1 to 10
for each landmark. Due to space limits, rankings with different weights
are not presented but it is interesting to see that some components are top
with all weights on one factor but at the bottom when using the other.
E.g., component 9 of MBS scores high on aesthetics however at the bottom
on social attractiveness. This may be due to the aesthetic criteria usually
incorporating various factors however a viewer may be prone to favor a
photo when the picture-focus clearly matches the target (the landmark
in our case). This is inspiring us to investigate features emphasizing the





Figure 7.8: Contour maps for (a) MBS and (b) Singapore Flyer.
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To be better aware of the overall quality distribution, contour maps are
sketched for the above two examples in Fig. 7.8, which are geographically
matched to the maps in Fig. 7.6.
Recommendation in Spatio-temporal Space
To further investigate the effects from temporal characteristics on the cam-
era location quality, we expanded the Gaussian Mixture Model from 2D
space to 3D, looking for components that are dense in both spatial and
temporal dimensions. The time scope was a single day.
4 6 
Figure 7.9: Spatial/Temporal bursts for MBS and sample photos. Camera
spots 6 and 4 are at 7 PM. Camera spot 6 shares partial spatial coverage
with 9 in Fig 7.10.
To understand the relations among these spatio-temporal components,
we recommended both (1) spatial and (2) temporal bursts. Fig. 7.9 shows
samples for MBS. Around 7 PM, component 6 receives a higher score as a
spatial burst than 4. A sample photo of component 6 shows a front and
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9 8 
Figure 7.10: Spatial/Temporal bursts for MBS and sample photos. Camera
spots 8 and 9 are at 4 PM.
paranomic view of MBS, however component 4 captures only an upwards
and partial view. Similarly in Fig. 7.10, at 4 PM, the Esplanade Bridge
(component 9) captured a general impression and is a better view platform
than the water side (component 8), which focuses the left part of the land-
mark rather providing a balanced view. For temporal bursts, component
4 in Fig. 7.9 earns a higher score in the morning than in the evening and
component 9 in Fig. 7.10 is more popular in the afternoon rather than the
late evening.
Another example for Singapore Flyer is shown in Fig. 7.11. Around
evening time (7 PM), camera location 7 is preferred over 4, probably owing
to its easiness to capture a complete landmark shape, and the surrounding
water is a beauty bonus. For temporal bursts, 1 PM of camera location 3
outperforms its spatial neighbor 7 at 7 PM. A possible explanation could
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Figure 7.11: Spatial/Temporal bursts for Singapore Flyer and sample pho-
tos. Camera spots 4 and 7 occur around 7 PM. Camera spot 3 share similar
spatial coverage with spot 7.
be the bright light conditions outlining the Flyer more clearly together with
the blue sky and green trees, all of which help to enrich the photo colors.















(a) All participants’ expectations for each
















(b) All participants’ expectations under
spatio-temporal (3D) clustering.
Figure 7.12: User study results, part (1).
As there exist neither other related work with the exact same research
goals nor a set of standard critera in this field, we conducted a user study
to evaluate our framework. A set of results for two landmarks in Singa-
pore are selected for evaluation. 15 people participated in the survey, all
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of whom are living in Singapore and are familiar with the selected two
landmarks. The survey had five parts: 1) Some general questions about
the work motivation; 2) 10 pairs of image-sets were given, each set cor-
responding to a recommended location in space and each pair between
the top and the bottom selections. Participants were asked to compare
the quality between each pair; 3) 6 pairs of images from spatio-temporal
recommendations, each a spatial/temporal burst, were compared; 4) We
partitioned the ranking components into 5 parts (P1 to P5) from worst
to best, selected images for each part and asked the participants to rank
them from least-favorite to most favorite; 5) The last part compared the
top 5 locations from our algorithm with two other methods: one a random
location selection (baseline) and the other from a related study [112]. That
work aimed to generate video summarizations of landmarks in geo-space.
The proposal is to use both the distance and the viewing direction from
the camera to the landmark to evaluate video salience. The viewing direc-
tion was excluded in the experiments as we could always obtain an image
with the landmark in the center. We applied spatial clustering to photo
locations and selected photos from the top 5 clusters according to their
average distances. Participants were asked to score each method’s results
from 1 (poor) to 5 (best). All participants were trained to judge the land-
mark capture performance rather than other objects, and to disregard the
diversity of photo appearances.
Except for one user, all others have searched online photo repositories
for landmark images before traveling. 13 out of 15 agreed that the location
recommendation is useful during travel planning. Fig. 7.12(a) illustrates
all participants’ expectations for each pair of photo sets. The shorter the
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(b) Comparison among our algorithm,
MVS and a random baseline.
Figure 7.13: User study results, part (2).
distance, the better the results our method generated. From the figure we
can observe that the overall results are satisfactory and all of them cross
the mid-point of 0.5. We looked into the samples with a lower score, e.g.,
our algorithm scores 7 (sample in Fig. 7.6) higher than 5 for the Flyer,
however there still exist users liking 5 more. A plausible reason is that the
capture angle around location 5 could include the surrounding buildings,
trees and water for a nice photo composition. However the views from
7 have many buildings surrounding, which may weaken the clarity of the
Flyer itself. Fig. 7.12(b) suggests an overall agreement for our generated
spatial or temporal bursts. But some expected distances were a little bit
larger than the distance in Fig. 7.12(a). We checked into the results and
found that people show less preferences for temporal bursts among spatial
neighbors which implies that people are less sensitive to temporal factors.
Fig. 7.13(a) shows the participants’ evaluations from the best locations
to the worst which generally follow our algorithmic results, except for the
set P4 of MBS (Samples 4 and 9 in Fig. 7.6). This set is expected to be
better than both sets 2 and 3 (Sample photos 1,5,7,10), which indicates a
general preference for a complete over a partial view. Fig. 7.13(b) compares
the top selection using our method with both MVS and random-baseline.
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The statistics illustrate that our results outperform the others. However,
random-selections are sometimes even better than MVS, since the closeby
distance cannot capture a complete landmark.
7.6 Demo System
Our demonstration system recommends camera locations to users for a
queried landmark together with a photo gallery containing visual examples.
For each camera location, it presents an extent in geo-space which usually
contains multiple streets. Hence we additionally extract all street names in
the locations which have at least one sample photo. In this way we enrich
these locations with better semantics and enable users to query by street
information. A sample screen-shot of the demonstration system is shown
in Fig. 7.14 where the main interface is divided into three panels: a query
option section (left), a map canvas (middle) and a photo gallery side-bar
(right).
Figure 7.14: A sample screen-shot of the system.
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The query option section contains two sub-parts: a landmark list and
a street list. Initially, the street list is unavailable until the user has se-
lected a landmark of interest. The landmark-selection triggers the system
to retrieve the top-10 recommended locations automatically and display
them on the map. The recommendations are stored in a database with an
oﬄine process. Each location covers a spatial extent in geo-space and its
center is displayed on the map canvas, labeled with a number marker indi-
cating its own rank. These markers provide users with a direct observation
for an overall distribution of popular camera locations. Once a landmark
is selected the street list becomes visible so that streets which are located
within these recommended locations and have at least one sample photo
are displayed. Users can explore some example photos by either clicking on
the recommended location markers on the map or selecting a street from
the street list. If a location marker is clicked, a list of sample photos are
automatically displayed in the photo gallery on the right. These photos
are initially retrieved using the Flickr API by both landmark name match-
ing and a landmark location constraint. Only the photos that are highly
landmark-relevant are retained by the tag-based filtering. Users can further
click on each photo and then its capture position (from GPS meta-data in
Flickr) will be pinned on the map. Additionally, the street list will by up-
dated to contain only the ones belonged to the selected camera location.
We have mapped the capture position of each photo to its most-likely cap-
ture street through the geo-coding function in the Google Map API [7].
Therefore, if a user chooses to search by selecting a street name, the street
trajectory will be shown on the map and all its containing photos will by
presented in the photo gallery. The trajectory information is accessed via
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OpenStreetMap [9].
7.7 Summary
We presented a system for recommending camera locations with a high
potential from which to shoot good photos of a landmark. A Gaussian Mix-
ture Model based clustering is proposed to partition photo locations into
multiple components. Experiments show that many components outline
the shapes of surrounded routes well. Camera location quality judgement
was converted to the measurement of its containing photos, incorporat-
ing aesthetic factors, social attractiveness from viewing statistics, overall
popularity and consistency, spatial and temporal densities. We success-
fully obtained an efficient Adaboost classifier using three visual features
and trained with a real photo set. The overall error rate of around 22% is
promising to distinguish photo quality, given general a photo domain. We
further investigated the temporal characteristics of locations by conduc-
tion a clustering in the spatial-temporal domain. Different recommenda-
tions can be generated with these results, such as the best camera positions
throughout a day, or the best visiting time around a spatial area. Subjective
studies were conducted to evaluate the framework and the experimental re-
sults support that our framework suggests good camera shooting locations
for a given landmark.
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Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we create a summarization from multiple user gener-
ated videos which are tagged with rich geographic sensors properties. One
of the key features of our technique is that it leverages these geographic
contexts to create a satisfactory summarization result automatically, ro-
bustly and efficiently. The main contributions in this dissertation have
been summarized as follows:
Static Summarization from Multiple Geo-referenced Videos:
We proposed a method to automatically generate a summarization for a
queried space from multiple geo-referenced videos. A video skim genera-
tion model is introduced to cover each landmark comprehensively and to
combine multiple videos in a pleasant and usable way. A route generator
is used to determine a traveling sequence across summaries from multiple
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landmarks in a visually coherent manner.
Region of Interest Detection and Summarization from Geo-
referenced Videos. We propose a method to detect the regions of interest
(ROIs) from multiple videos automatically according to their geographic
properties using the wisdom of crowd. Compared with existing solutions,
the average error distances reduced from a few dozens to a few meters.
Furthermore, we refine the summarization problem so that segments with
good informativeness of these detected ROIs are preferentially included in
the skim.
Quality-Guided Multi-Video Summarization by Graph For-
mulation The visual qualities among user generated videos are diverse.
So we refine the static summarization problem by including a quality fac-
tor and represent it using a graph model. Desirable summarization criteria
are incorporated as the graph attributes and the problem is solved by a dy-
namical programming-based framework. This is a general solution which
can be applied to the summarization for any category of videos.
Interactive and Dynamic Exploration Among Geo-Referenced
Videos: To provide users a convenient way to explore videos, we build
a real system where people can interactive and dynamic explore videos
through direct map manipulations. Giving a start point and end point,
our system quickly generates a route trajectory between the two points
and retrieves its summarization in real-time. We proposed a R-Tree based
index to efficiently store the summarizations for each route section and a
back-track algorithm to speed up the summary retrieval.
Camera Shooting Location Recommendation for Objects in
Geo-Space: To investigate if external databases contribute to improving
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the summarization quality, we proposed a GMM based model to recom-
mends users a list of locations, where these users may be able to capture
appealing landmark photos by themselves. We build a web-based demo
system to visualize the recommended camera shooting locations for a user
selected landmark. Using the system, users can get a clear awareness where
to produce a nice landmark view and what visual perspectives can be cre-
ated.
8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 Adaption to Updated Video Set
Our current work ignores the issue that how to update a summarization
when new videos are continuously added. So when the database has been
updated, it is very likely that a summarization re-computation should be
executed. We will look for solutions with more elegant design so when new
clips are included, the system could efficiently update the summarization
results accordingly.
8.2.2 Summarizations According to Video Categories
From some recent observations, the volume of our geo-referenced videos
is increasing rapidly. Initially, majority of our collected videos are out-
door videos, for example, they are collected along the streets or in some
open-space. So the video contents mostly capture the external appearance
of the objects in these regions and hence we define the video salience as
the landmarks in geo-space. However, as more and more users are using
our applications, their purposes of recording a video may be different. For
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example, we observe that some recent videos are captured during a driv-
ing so that the videos can be used for navigation. Some videos recorded
popular events such as an entertainment activity. These imply that the
semantic categories of these videos are different. Although we can conduct
content-based analysis to determine video categories, we are interested to
know if such categories can be indicated from sensor data (not limited to
geographic sensor data). In the future, we will investigate 1) if sensor data
can contribute to video categorizations and 2) if we can provide different
summarization strategies according to the video categories.
8.2.3 Audio Quality Evaluation
Our current work leverage the video geographic contexts and visual con-
tents to create a summary however ignore the contribution from audio.
Audio quality, however, may also affect the summary quality as the noises
may seriously degrade viewing experience. So in the future, an further
investigation in audio quality should be taken into consideration.
8.2.4 Summary with Crowdsourcing Knowledge
In our last work, we recommend photography spots by mining the crowd-
sourcing geotagged photo collections. Such recommendation results, im-
plicitly indicate users’ likeliness where to take a good capture of an object
and they provide us some indication that videos captured at these top rec-
ommended spots may be selected with higher priorities when we create an
object summary. In the future, we will investigate how we can incorpo-
rate such results into the summarization generation. One of the research
challenges is some top locations are distant from each other which might
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introduce visual inconsistency when these candidates should be concate-
nated for the final summarization. We will look into the balance between
these factors and try to improve the overall summarization quality.
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